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ABSTRACT
COLLABORATIVE LEARNING UTILIZING A DOMAIN-BASED
SHARED DATA REPOSITORY TO ENHANCE LEARNING OUTCOMES
by
David J. Lubliner
A number of learning paradigms have postulated that knowledge formation is a dynamic
process where learners actively construct a representation of concepts integrating
information from multiple sources. Current teaching strategies utilize a
compartmentalized approach where individual courses contain a small subset of the
knowledge required for a discipline. The intent of this research is to provide a framework
to integrate the components of a discipline into a cohesive whole and accelerate the
integration of concepts enhancing the learning process. The components utilized to
accomplish these goals include two new knowledge integration models; a Knowledge
Weighting Model (KWM) and the Aggregate-Integrate-Master (AIM) model. Semantic
Web design principles utilizing a Resource Description Framework (RDF) schema and
Web Ontology Language (OWL) will be used to define concepts and relationships for
this knowledge domain that can then be extended for other domains. Lastly, a Design
Research paradigm will be utilized to analyze the IT artifact, the Constructivist Unifying
Baccalaureate Epistemology (CUBE) knowledge repository that was designed to validate
this research.
The prototype testing population utilized sixty students spanning five classes, in
the fall 2007, following IRB approved protocols. Data was gathered using a
Constructivist Multimedia Learning Survey (CMLES), focus groups and semi-structured
interviews. This preliminary data supported the hypotheses that students using the
Integrated Knowledge Repository will first; have a more positive perception of the
learning process than those who use conventional single course teaching paradigms and
second; students utilizing the IKR will develop a more complex understanding of the
interconnected nature of the materials linking a discipline than those who take
conventional single topic courses.
Learning is an active process in which learners construct new ideas or concepts
based upon their current/past knowledge. The goal is to develop a knowledge structure
that is capable of facilitating the integration of conceptual development in a field of
study.
COLLABORATIVE LEARNING UTILIZING A DOMAIN-BASED
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A number of learning paradigms have postulated that knowledge formation is a dynamic
process where learners actively construct a representation of concepts, integrating
information from multiple sources. However, current teaching strategies still utilize a
compartmentalized approach, where individual courses contain a small subset of the
knowledge required for a discipline. It has been hypothesized (Turoff, 2006) that
"Ultimately the development of content knowledge bases that integrate content across
multiple courses within a degree program is an expected evolution." The task of
integrating these distinct pieces of the puzzle is usually the responsibility of the learner.
The intent of this research was to provide a structure, several models, and a prototype
knowledge repository to realize this goal of creating a dynamic integrated learning
environment spanning an entire discipline.
In order to validate this approach a system called Constructivist Unifying
Baccalaureate Epistemology (CUBE), has been developed to integrate the materials from
multiple college courses. CUBE is a dynamic environment that incorporates student
input to ensure the evolution of the knowledge base. A generic structure has been
developed to allow other disciplines to utilize this framework. The central hypothesis is
that students utilizing the Integrated Knowledge Repository (IKR) will develop a more
complex understanding of the interconnected nature of the materials linking a discipline
than those who take conventional single topic courses.
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In order to realize this interconnected knowledge repository, the current
constructivist learning environment was extended to incorporate a formal relationship
between the building blocks of knowledge formation. The evolutionary components of
factual knowledge, conceptual knowledge, procedural knowledge and meta-cognitive
knowledge, presented in Bloom's revised taxonomy (Anderson et al. 2000), were
integrated into a Knowledge Weighting Model (KWM). The factual elements and course
materials form the basic elements that are interconnected with a concept-weighting
structure that forms an integrated conceptual knowledge. Procedural knowledge was
further constructed using a knowledge map that displays the skills and algorithms as they
evolve from basic to more sophisticated applications in a discipline. Finally, the meta-
cognitive component that captures the structure of a subject matter as cognitive tasks was
correlated using field relevance structure that ties together the philosophical underpinning
of a discipline.
The first step was to find an instructional design theory that supports this
approach. This research utilizes the Constructivist Learning Environment (CLE) (Dede,
1995) (Jonassen, 1991) which is an instructional design theory that is based on the
concept that learners actively construct a knowledge representation in working memory









These six components create a structural framework to engage students in
meaningful learning. In addition, the Revised Bloom's Taxonomy (Anderson et al. 2000)
organizes knowledge formation as an evolutionary growth from factual to conceptual to
procedural knowledge. Finally, the overall structure of a discipline is woven together into
meta-cognitive knowledge where cognitive tasks, and how we structure our own
knowledge, are formed. These theories form the basis of the hypotheses that extend
constructivist theory to connect all these stages of knowledge formation.
The second step was to develop a Knowledge Weighting Model (KWM) which
integrates the individual course topics, common elements between the materials,
correlation weights as to the interdependence of the variables and finally the evolving
relevance of existing and new material to the overall growth of the discipline.
The third step was to develop an environment to facilitate students' ability to
easily and intuitively access large volumes of factual knowledge. This was accomplished
by creating a cube structure to display, integrate and facilitate information retrieval across
multiple courses. In addition, a knowledge map linked conceptual threads spanning
courses into an evolving conceptual framework. These concepts were integrated into the
overall design of the user interface and system.
The fourth step was to select a discipline, Computer Technology, to test out the
hypotheses that an integrated learning environment, spanning an entire discipline, would
enhance learning and comprehension of the interconnected complexities inherent in any
discipline. Four well-defined courses, that span introductory to advanced topics, were
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chosen to create this knowledge repository. The courses are: Computer Architecture,
Introduction to Networks, Advanced Network Theory and Medical Informatics. All the
course notes have been collected and the cooperation of the instructors has been obtained
to test this system. A control group was used to test learning efficacies. Components of
the Computer Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP) exam will be used to
test the accumulated knowledge, skills and comprehension.
1.2 Research Questions
This dissertation focuses on the development of more effective learning and information
processing tools and models to enhance the goals of Constructivist Learning Theory that
states, "Learning, as knowledge construction, is based on the concept that learners
actively construct a knowledge representation in working memory." (Jonassen, 1991).
Enhancing knowledge construction, by developing an Integrated Knowledge Repository
(IKR), that spans an entire discipline, will facilitate students' ability to traverse the road
of knowledge and will enhance and accelerate knowledge formation. This Integrated
Knowledge Repository incorporates the ability to select individual paths and tailor the
learning experience to their own individual abilities and learning styles.
It also builds on the Selection-Organization-Integrate (SOI) Knowledge
Construction Model (Mayer, 1996), that theorizes that selecting and integrating concepts
for a particular course or text, can form the basis for a more dynamic and expansive
learning experience model. This research introduces an Aggregate Integrate Master
(AIM) model that hypothesizes that, rather than having individual instructors or students
extract relationships between concepts, the core knowledge of a discipline, representing
N number of courses, can be integrated to facilitate conceptual synthesis of concepts.
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Integrating concepts from the Semantic Web, the knowledge repository was
structured using a Semantic Web model. The Semantic Web is a "set of formats and
languages that are used to find and analyze data on the web" (Feigenbaum, 2007)
(Berners-Lee, 2001). A number of standards, published by the World Wide Web
Consortium Semantic Web Activity Initiative, utilize the Resource Description
Framework (RDF). Each piece of data and any link that connects pieces of data are
identified by a unique name called a Universal Resource Identifier (URI). In the RDF
scheme, two pieces of information are connected and grouped together in a triplet to infer
relationships between concepts. This will ensure that a standard vocabulary and
relationships between concepts will be maintained and provide a platform for future
growth.
The last component utilizes a Design Research paradigm. Design Research
involves the analysis of the use and performance of designed artifacts to understand,
explain and very frequently to improve on the behavior of aspects of Information
Systems" (Association for Information Systems (AIS)). Design Evaluation Methods
(Hevner et al. 2004) were used to evaluate the Information Technology artifact.
The Constructivist Unifying Baccalaureate Epistemology (CUBE), that provides
metrics for data analysis, was used to validate this research. The efficacy of an artifact
can be demonstrated by the appropriate selection of design evaluation methods (Basilli,
1996) (Zelkowitz & Wallace, 1998). The categories for the design evaluation methods
metric are: functionality, completeness, consistency, accuracy, performance, reliability,
usability and fit within an organization/university context. The design phase is iterative
and provides feedback during development.
6
1.3 Importance of This Research to the Field of Information System
This research is important to the research community for several reasons. First, there is
currently no existing model, face-to-face or online, to interconnect courses that share
philosophical and technical commonalties into a collaborative learning environment,
utilizing a shared knowledge repository. The second benefit of this research is to
introduce two new models; the Knowledge Weighting Model (KWM) and the
Aggregation-Integration-Master (AIM) Knowledge Construction Model are introduced to
provide a structure for future knowledge repositories. The third benefit of this research
validates the Constructivist Learning Environment (CLE) approach to learning that
emphasizes knowledge construction. The fourth benefit provides a generic tool, CUBE,
that fosters the learner's process of organizing and integrating information. This can
serve as a platform for others to develop future knowledge repositories.
1.4 Organization of the Dissertation
Chapter 2 is comprised of a literature review that builds a theoretical foundation for this
research. The chapter is organized into Constructivist Learning, theories of learning,
knowledge construction, knowledge mapping techniques and theories of distributed
cognition, focusing on their relevance to creating a unified knowledge repository, which
is a key component of this research. The extensibility of the knowledge repository, a
system design principle where the implementation takes into consideration future growth
and compatibility with other systems which utilize the Semantic Web model, is discussed
in this section.
7
Chapter 3 contains a description of the research, the hypotheses that were tested,
data collection techniques and the pilot testing that has indicted the efficacy of this
approach to enhanced learning and cognition. In addition, the data structures of the
CUBE (Constructivist Unifying Baccalaureate Epistemology) prototype, that has been
developed to test and validate this research, are described.
Chapter 4 presents the data collection and analysis strategies for this research.
Two new models, the Knowledge Weighting Model (KWM) and the Aggregation-
Integration-Master (AIM) Knowledge Construction Model, are introduced to provide a
theoretical framework for this research. The Constructivist Learning Questionnaire,




This section describes various learning theories that have evolved over the last hundred
years. These theories form a foundation for the Constructivist Learning Environment
(CLE) that was utilized in the development of the integrated knowledge repository
described in this research.
2.1 Introduction: Constructivism
Constructivism postulates that learners construct knowledge for themselves. Individually
and socially they construct meaning as they learn. The goal of this research is to develop
a new paradigm, building on the constructivist theory that will allow students to more
effectively integrate knowledge spanning a discipline than current instructional models.
The current approach is to present students with pieces of a puzzle, independent courses
spanning several years, and hoping that at the end of their journey they will integrate
these concepts into a cohesive unit. In other words, the student must assemble the puzzle.
That synthesis often fails to occur. The goal of this research is to present, from the
beginning, all materials in a core knowledge repository, with conceptual connections
embedded, to enable students to construct threads tying together a discipline at every step
of their intellectual journey. This chapter explores the evolution of constructivist theory




How learning occurs, and various effective techniques of organizing information into a
coherent synthesis, that maximizes knowledge construction and hopefully leads to the
attainment of wisdom, have been debated throughout history. Many of the basic terms
have multiple definitions and interpretations. The complexity of these concepts and
number of interpretations expand exponentially as one traverses from the building blocks
or data defined by experimental rigor to the eventual integration of individual facts into a
coherent structure that leads to an understanding of more complex interrelationships.
This research focuses on the development of more effective learning and
information processing tools and models to enhance the goals of Constructivist Learning
Theory which state that, "learning as knowledge construction is based on the concept that
learners actively construct a knowledge representation in working memory," (Jonassen,
1991). Enhancing knowledge construction by developing a knowledge repository, that
spans an entire discipline, will facilitate students' ability to select their own individual
paths and tailor the experience to their own individual abilities and learning styles. A
Concept Weighting Model has been developed to quantify relationships between
individual concepts that interconnect a discipline.
2.3 Learning Theories
This section discusses various learning theories that describe how people learn and the
complex processes that underlie learning. They can be classified as Behaviorism,
Cognitivism and Constructivism.
Learning behaviors will also be discussed in this section. In particular,
Constructivist Learning will be examined as it pertains to the development of this
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dissertation. Distributed Cognition, a field of psychology developed by Edwin Hutchins,
which emphasizes the social effects on cognition, is particularly relevant, not only
because of individual interaction with the knowledge repository, but also because of the
effects of social interaction on knowledge construction.
2.3.1 Behaviorism
Behaviorism can be defined as the theory that human or animal psychology can be
accurately studied only through the examination and analysis of objectively observable
and quantifiable behavioral events (Webster's College Dictionary, 1993). It concentrates
on the study of overt behaviors that can be observed and measured (Good & Brophy,
1990). In regard to learning theories, it is based on behavioral changes which focus on
new behavioral patterns being repeated until they become automatic (Schuman, 1996).
The behaviorist learning theory centered on that which was observable, not considering
that there was anything occurring inside the mind.
Behaviorism can be found as early as Aristotle in his essay entitled, "Memory,"
which made associations based on external events, in particular lightning and thunder.
Later, Hobbs (1650) and Hume (1740) mentioned similar associations between
observable facts and resulting behaviors. Pavlov, the Russian psychologist, studied
conditioning, using a dog, food and a bell (famous Pavlov's dog experiment) where the
dog was trained to respond to stimuli which mimicked the effects of actual responses,
called, "stimulus conditioning."
Edward Thorndike (1898) set out to apply "the methods of exact science" to
educational problems by emphasizing "accurate, quantitative treatment of information."
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"Anything that exists, exists in a certain quantity and can be measured." His theory,
Connectionism, stated that learning was the formation of a connection between stimulus
and response. Learning takes place when the bonds are formed into patterns of behavior.
John B. Watson (1913) built on Pavlov's work and believed that humans are born
with a few reflexes and the emotional reactions of love and rage. All other behavior is
established through stimulus-response associations through conditioning. His work
demonstrated the role of conditioning in the development of emotional responses to
certain stimuli.
Skinner (1948), like Pavlov, Watson and Thorndike, believed in the stimulus-
response pattern of conditioned behavior. His theory dealt with changes in observable
behavior, ignoring the possibility of any processes occurring in the mind, and refers to a
utopian society, based on operant conditioning. Skinner's work on operant behavior
differed from that of his predecessors by focusing on voluntary behaviors used in
operating on the environment. Skinner believed in positive reinforcement or reward;
responses that are rewarded are likely to be repeated. For example, good grades reinforce
careful study.
2.3.2 Cognitivism
The Cognitive approach to learning states that learning involves the formation of mental
associations, established through contiguity and repetition, that are not necessarily
reflected in overt behavior changes. Individuals are actively involved in the learning
process and learning is a process of relating new information to previously learned
information.
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In the 1920's, limitations to the behaviorist approach stated that children need
reinforcement to learn effectively. Cognitive theorists view learning as involving the
"acquisition or reorganization of the cognitive structures through which human's process
and store information." (Good & Brophy, 1990). Later, Bandura and Walters (1963)
stated that an individual could model behavior by observing the behavior of another
person. This led to Bandura's Social Cognitive Theory.
2.3.3 Constructivism
Constructivists believe that learners, "construct their own reality or at least interpret it,
based upon their perceptions of experiences, so an individual's knowledge is a function of
one's prior experiences, mental structures, and beliefs that are used to interpret objects
and events." (Jonasson,1991). "What someone knows is grounded in perception of the
physical and social experiences, which are comprehended by the mind." (Jonasson,
1991).
Based on the premise that everyone constructs their own perspective of the world,
through individual experiences and schema, Constructivism focuses on preparing the
learner to problem solving in ambiguous situations. This theory was first introduced by
Bartlett (1932) and later became the Constructivist approach (Good & Brophy, 1990).
Merill (1991) believed that:
1) Knowledge is constructed from experience,
2) Learning is a personal interpretation of the world,
3) Learning is an active process, in which meaning is developed on the basis of
experience,
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4) Conceptual growth comes from the negotiation of meaning, the sharing of
multiple perspectives and the changing of our internal representations through
collaborative learning,
5) Learning should be situated in realistic settings, and










































































2.4 Taxonomic Analysis Learning Behaviors
The following section describes several learning taxonomies, including Bloom's, Revised
Bloom's and Gagne's learning taxonomy, that categorize the components of learning and
knowledge formation.
2.4.1 Bloom's Taxonomy
Benjamin Bloom (1956) developed a classification of levels of intellectual behavior in
learning. This taxonomy contained three overlapping domains: the cognitive,
psychomotor, and affective. Within the cognitive domain, he identified six levels:
knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.
Knowledge is a starting point that includes both the acquisition of information and the
ability to recall information, when needed. Comprehension is the basic level of
understanding. It involves the ability to know what is being communicated in order to
make use of the information. Application is the ability to use a learned skill in a new
situation. Analysis is the ability to break content into components in order to identify
parts, see relationships among them, and recognize organizational principles. Synthesis is
the ability to combine existing elements in order to create something original. Evaluation
is the ability to make a judgment about the value of something by using a standard
(Bloom, 1956).
2.4.2 Bloom's Revised Taxonomy
In order to update Bloom's work relative to today's theories, Anderson and Krathwohl
(2001) revised Bloom's original taxonomy by combining both the cognitive process and
knowledge dimensions.
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In the revised taxonomy, Bloom's six major categories were changed from noun
to verb forms. Additionally, the lowest level of the original, knowledge, was renamed
and became, remembering. Finally, comprehension and synthesis were renamed to
understanding and creating. The updated version has also added metacognitive to the
array of knowledge types. Metacognitive Knowledge is the awareness of one's own
cognition and particular cognitive processes. It is strategic or reflective knowledge about
how to go about solving problems and cognitive tasks, to include contextual and
conditional knowledge and knowledge of self.
The revised taxonomy incorporates both the kind of knowledge to be learned
(knowledge dimension) and the process used to learn (cognitive process), allowing for
the instructional designer to efficiently align objectives to assessment techniques. Both
dimensions are illustrated in the following table that can be used to help write clear,
focused objectives.
Table 2.2 Revised Taxonomy Table







2.4.3 Gagne's Taxonomy of Learning
Gagné's work, "Conditions of Learning and Events of Instruction" (Gagne, 1965), called
Instructional Systems Development (ISD), related the existing learning theories to each
other and assigned to each theory its relative position with regard to their diverse learning
domains. Gagne based the main part of his approach on Bloom's taxonomy of learning
objectives, and integrated the different learning theories that had been developed, from
behaviorism to cognitivism. The classification of learning, according to Robert Gagné,
includes five kinds of learning capabilities. The first three, which include intellectual
skills, cognitive strategies and verbal information, are based on Bloom's theories of
cognitive development. The last two, attitudes and motor skills, relate to Bloom's
affective and physical motor domain. The Gagne taxonomy is a popular learning
taxonomy in the field of instructional design (Reigeluth, 1983). Its popularity can be
attributed to its ability to clearly distinguish between abstract and concrete definitions of
learning (Seels & Glasgow, 1990).
Gagne's ideas of instruction are what he calls "conditions of learning." He breaks
these down into internal and external conditions. The internal conditions deal with
previously learned capabilities of the learner. Or, in other words, what the learner knows
prior to the instruction. The external conditions deal with the stimuli (a purely behaviorist
term) that are presented externally to the learner. His approach is relatively rigid, a
cookbook approach, and does not provide the flexibility needed for constructive learning
which allows students to construct their own knowledge representation.
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2.5 Social Constructivism
Social constructivism, developed in sociology and philosophy, emphasizes the
importance of culture and context in understanding what occurs in society and
constructing knowledge, based on this understanding (Derry, 1999) (McMahon, 1997).
This perspective is closely associated with many contemporary theories of Vygotsky and
Bruner, and Bandura's social cognitive theory (Shunk, 2000).
Social constructivism is based on specific assumptions about reality, knowledge,
and learning. To understand and apply models of instruction that are rooted in the
perspectives of social constructivists, it is important to know the premises that underlie
them. Reality: Social constructivists believe that reality is constructed through human
activity. Members of a society together invent the properties of the world (Kukla, 2000).
For the social constructivist, reality cannot be discovered; it does not exist prior to its
social invention. Knowledge: To social constructivists, knowledge is also a human
product, and is socially and culturally constructed (Ernest, 1999) (Gredler, 1997) (Prat &
Floden, 1994). Individuals create meaning through their interactions with each other and
with the environment in which they live. Learning: Social constructivists view learning
as a social process. It does not take place only within an individual, nor is it a passive
development of behaviors that are shaped by external forces (McMahon, 1997).
Meaningful learning occurs when individuals are engaged in social activities.
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2.6 Constructivist Learning Environment
There are three major approaches to learning that have evolved during the last century:
• Behavioral: Learning as response strengthening,
• Cognitivist: learning as knowledge acquisition, and
• Constructivist: learning as knowledge construction (Mayer, 1992).
Behaviorism focuses on observable changes in behavior, where a new behavioral
pattern is repeated until it becomes automatic. Behaviorism did not account for many
types of learning, such as social behaviors and levels of cognitive reasoning (Tolman,
1932) where rats showed higher cognitive reasoning by storing mental maps of mazes.
Cognitivism "recognize that much learning involves associations established through
continuity and repetition" (Good & Brophy, 1990). Constructivists believe that our
construction of reality is more complex than simple association described in Cognitivism.
Constructivists believe that "learners construct their own reality, or at least interpret it,
based upon their perceptions of experiences," (Jonasson, 1991).
The first approach has the learner passively receiving reward and punishments,
such as drill and practice, simple response and feedback. The second has students
placing new information in long term memory; the learner still passively acquires
information from the teacher who presents information in textbooks and lectures.
Knowledge is a commodity transmitted from the teacher to the learner. The third
approach, learning as knowledge construction, is based on the concept that learners
actively construct a knowledge representation in working memory. This emerged in the
1990's based on human learning in realistic settings. The learner is the sense-maker and
the teacher is the cognitive guide who provides guidance and modeling on authentic
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academic tasks. The instructional designer's role is to create environments in which the
learner interacts meaningfully and fosters the learner's process of organizing and
integrating information.
The goal of Constructivist Learning Environments (Jonassen, 1991) "is to foster
problem solving and conceptual development" Objectivist conceptions of learning
assume knowledge is individually constructed and socially co-constructed by learners
based on interpretations and experiences in the world. The goal is to "engage learners in
meaning making (knowledge construction), " (Davidson, 1994) (Wilson, 1998) (Scavery
& Duffy, 1996).
2.6.1 Early Pioneers in the Field of Constructivist Learning
In the early 1900's, Piaget's theory of cognitive development in children (Piaget, 1928)
postulated a sequence of four qualitatively distinct stages of intellectual development:
Sensor-motor, Preoperational, Concrete Operations and Formal Operations. He believed
that "the learner must be active; he is not a vessel to be filled with facts...Learning
involves the participation of the learner." Creating an environment designed to allow
students to explore and independently navigate tendrils of interconnecting concepts will
empower and enhance their construction of more cohesive understanding of
interconnected facets of a discipline. Later in the 1900's, Vygotsky's (1968) Zone of
Proximal Development (ZPD) stated that the potential for cognitive development depends
on social development. Skills that can be developed in collaboration with peers exceed
those which can be attained alone. This supports the hypothesis that gaming can be used
to increase social interaction in learning environments and can potentially increase
knowledge acquisition. Later in the 1990's, theories based on human learning in realistic
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settings (Jonassen, 1991) emerged where the learner is the sense-maker and the teacher is
the cognitive guide who provides guidance and modeling on authentic academic tasks.
The instructional designer's role is to create environments in which the learner interacts
meaningfully and fosters the learner's process of organizing and integrating information.
The Constructivist Learning Environment provides a framework for designing and
building the third approach.
2.6.2 Components of a Constructivist Learning Environment
The Constructivist Learning Environment (CLE) is an education framework that
combines eight components to engage students in meaningful learning (Jonassen, 1991)
(Dede, 1995). This will be used as a structural framework to model the MMOG learning
environment.
The components are:
1) Active/Manipulative: Learners are engaged by the learning process in mindful
processing of information where they are responsible for the result.
2) Constructive: Learners integrate new ideas with prior knowledge in order to
make sense or meaning or reconcile a discrepancy, curiosity, or puzzlement.
3) Collaborative: Learners naturally work in learning and knowledge building
communities, exploiting each other's skills, while providing social support and
modeling and observing the contributions of each member.
4) Reflective/Critical: Learners should be required by technology-based learning to
articulate what they are doing, the decisions they make, the strategies they use and
the answers they found.
5) Complex: The greatest intellectual error that teachers commit is to oversimplify
ideas in order to make them more easily transmittable to learners.
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2.6.3 Bruner's Constructivist Theories
A major theme in the theoretical framework of Bruner (1960) is that learning is an active
process in which learners construct new ideas or concepts based upon their current/past
knowledge. The learner selects and transforms information, constructs hypotheses, and
makes decisions, relying on a cognitive structure. Cognitive structure (i.e., schema,
mental models) provides meaning and organization to experiences and allows the
individual to "go beyond the information given."
As far as instruction is concerned, the instructor should try to encourage students to
discover principles by themselves. The instructor and student should engage in an active
dialogue (i.e., Socratic learning). The task of the instructor is to translate information to
be learned into a format appropriate to the learner's current state of understanding.
Curriculum should be organized in a spiral manner so that the student continually builds
upon what they have already learned.
Bruner's Theory of Instruction addresses four major aspects:
(1) Predisposition towards learning,
(2) The ways in which a body of knowledge can be structured, so that it can be most
readily grasped by the learner,
(3) The most effective sequences in which to present material, and
(4) The nature and pacing of rewards and punishments. Good methods for structuring
knowledge should result in simplifying, generating new propositions, and
increasing the manipulation of information.
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2.6.4 SOI Model
The SOI model (Mayer, 1999) is an individual constructivism approach that is used for
designing text-based instructional messages to enable the learners to construct their own
meaningful learning outcomes.
S = selecting relevant information
O = organizing information in a meaningful way to the learner
I = integrating the new information with the learner's prior knowledge
The Knowledge and Concept maps have several features in common. First, they
organize information in a meaningful way by showing the linkages between concepts.
Second, as the knowledge map evolves it integrates and extends the learner's prior
knowledge by adding new information.
The SOI model prime suggests that cognitive processes in learners are needed for
sense making and to support constructivist learning. It identifies the cognitive processes
that foster meaningful learning. Meaningful learning occurs when the learner actively
constructs a knowledge representation of information in working memory. Mayer defines
constructivist learning as an active learning process in which the learner possesses and
uses a variety of cognitive processes.
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Figure 2.1 SOI model.
Mayer, 1996
2.7 Distributed Learning
"Distributed learning is an instructional model that allows instructor, students, and
content to be located in different, non-centralized locations so that instruction and
learning occurs independent of time and place," (Saltsburg & Polyson, 1995). The
distributed learning model can be used in combination with traditional classroom-based
courses, with traditional distance learning courses, or it can be used to create wholly
virtual classrooms.
"A distributed learning environment is a learner-centered approach to education,
which integrates a number of technologies to enable opportunities for activities and
interaction in both asynchronous and real-time modes" (Bates, 2000).
In a distributed learning environment students gain a greater degree of control of
how, when, and where their learning occurs. They also increase their level of
responsibility for their own learning and are no longer passive receptacles of information
and knowledge.
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2.7.1 Advanced Distributed Learning / SCORM
The Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) initiative was developed for the Department
of Defense to harness the power of information technologies to standardize and
modernize structured learning. Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) is a
specification of the Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) Initiative. .
SCORM is a collection of standards and specifications for web-based e-learning. It
defines communications between client side content and a host system called the run-time
environment. The goal of SCORM is to have a set of technical standards that will allow
learning content to interoperate across multiple products, environments and tools, and to
make it easier to discover and use such content. In SCORM there is a set of services that
launches learning content, keeps track of learner progress, determines in what order
(sequence) learning objects are to be delivered, and reports student mastery through a
learning experience.
Most web content consists of simple hyperlinks from one page to another. In the
SCORM world, the LMS is "smart" and knows what is to be delivered to the learner,
when he/she has mastered a skill or competency, and can branch to the right content
when needed (e.g., for remediation). Regular web content and servers do not have this
capability.
SCORM is divided into four components: reusability, durability, accessibility and
interoperability. Reusable refers to content that is independent of learning context.
Interoperable is content that will function in multiple applications and environments.
Durable refers to content that does not need modification to operate as platforms change.
Finally, accessible content can be identified and located when needed. These goals are
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achieved using shareable content objects (SCO's).
A shared content object is a collection of assets that becomes an independent
piece of instructional material. These SCO's should be the smallest unit that can be
tracked in a learning system. SCO's cannot directly access other SCO's, therefore, each
SCO should stand alone. An SCO can be a lesson, a module or some segment of a course.
An SCO must be independent of other SCO's or any other content that gives meaning to
it. It is a stand alone object that can integrate into many different courses or forms of
instruction.
2.7.2 Asynchronous Learning Environments
2.7.2.1 Introduction. Most traditional synchronous learning environments, primarily
face-to-face, rely on the role of the instructor in imparting information. The
Constructivist Learning Environment's (CLE) philosophy suggests that learning is a
collaborative exercise where the instructor and students work together to form ideas and
collectively explore the concepts covered by the course. The asynchronous feature
differentiates ALN's that follow many of these CLE attributes where students and
teachers can contribute ideas and thoughts at a pace and time of their choosing. "Some of
the members take two or three times longer than others to read and respond to materials
... they can work at a time and pace that suits them" (Hiltz, 1994).
Learning, knowledge leading to wisdom, is a process where we stand on the
shoulders of our predecessors. There is too much to be learned, even by the most
intelligent individuals, to believe we can function and grow on our own. Reading books is
one type of asynchronous learning network where ideas are explored with little ability to
network with peers. The emergence of online asynchronous learning networks (ALN's)
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provides the ability to expand peer networks, research larger pools of data and accelerate
the rate of group interactions. So, for many, an ALN provides the ability to learn faster
and benefit from the collective consciousness.
In addition to the asynchronous advantages of anytime/anywhere learning,
additional digital media can provide the ability to combine a vast array of audio, video
and interactive tools to enhance the ALN experience.
2.7.2.2 Definition. There are two aspects to the definition of ALN:
1. Asynchronous Learning Networks (ALN's) are defined here as distributed
learning environments that are "virtual classrooms" involving asynchronous
interaction and the exchange of information exclusively on-line with no face-to-
face interaction or conventional physical classroom arrangements. (Hiltz, 1994).
2. "Asynchronous Learning Networks (ALN's) are people networks for anytime
and anywhere learning. ALN combines self-study with substantial, rapid,
asynchronous interactivity with others. In ALN learners use computer and
communications technologies to work with remote learning resources, including
coaches and other learners, but without the requirement to be online at the same
time," (Hiltz & Goldman, 2005).
2.7.3 Learning Communities
A Learning Community is "a cohesive community where a culture of learning exists in
which everyone is involved in a collective effort of understanding," (Bielaczyc & Collins,
1999). A defining characteristic of a Virtual Learning Community (VLC) is that a person
or institution must be a contributor of the evolving knowledge base of that group. There
is a mutual knowledge building process taking place," (Hunter, 2002).
The asynchronous feature differentiates ALN's from many of the CLE's where
students and teachers can contribute ideas and thoughts at a pace and time of their
choosing. "Some of the members take two or three times longer than others to read and
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respond to materials ... they can work at a time and pace that suits them" (Hiltz, 1994).
In addition to the asynchronous advantages of anytime/anywhere learning, additional
digital media can provide the ability to combine a vast array of audio, video and
interactive tools to enhance the ALN experience.
Emergence of a learning community takes time. Not only do participants need to
have confidence / trust in their fellow intellectual travelers, but they need to be assured
that their thoughts and ideas, no matter how outlandish, are not incorrect by mere
attempts at thought experiments trying to test the envelope.
Most important, it is necessary to develop a core database that incorporates the
knowledge of a particular discipline. All teachers, for example in Information Systems,
would contribute their online materials and an integrated knowledge base would evolve.
Student access and frequency of this database should be followed. A true learning
community would provide a mechanism for students to explore and share knowledge, and
possibly contribute to the core knowledge base, in much the same way that Wikipedia is
structured for some subset of the data.
2.8 Review of ALN Papers and Their Relevance to This Research
One of the opportunities and challenges of ALN's is the ability to tailor the learning
environment for particular student learning styles so that the user could restructure the
presentation environment to facilitate their own particular learning style (see learning
styles section below). One approach utilizes Technology Mediated Learning (TML)
(Alavi & Leidner, 2001) in which the factors that technology plays in facilitating learning
can be discussed. "Technology can influence learning through direct support of the
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underlying psychological processes, for example facilitating cognitive information
processing activities such as search, scanning, transformation, or comparison of
information," (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). These features of transforming and comparing
information support the Constructivist Learning Environment's philosophy that learning
is a collaborative exercise wherein the instructor and students work together to form ideas
and collectively explore the concepts covered by the course. The development of an
integrated knowledge base, spanning multiple courses, allows students to navigate topics
and explore related discipline concepts. This seems to reinforce Alavi and Leidner's
assertions as to the potential positive effects on learning that technology can have by
facilitating an individual's own learning style.
2.8.1 Learning Styles
Most people prefer some particular method of interacting with, taking in, and processing
or information. A learning style is the method of learning particular to an individual that
allows that individual to learn best. It has been proposed that teachers should assess the
learning styles of their students and adapt their classroom methods to best fit each
student's learning style.
One theory (Kolb & Fry, 1975) in this Learning-Style Inventory (LSI) model, is
built upon the idea that learning preferences can be described using two continuums:
active experimentation-reflective observation and abstract conceptualization-concrete
experience. This results in four types of learners: converge (active experimentation-
abstract conceptualization), accommodator (active experimentation-concrete experience),
assimilator (reflective observation-abstract conceptualization), and diverger (reflective
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observation-concrete experience). The LSI is designed to determine an individual's
learning preference.
One of the most widely known theories of learning style models is that of Dunn
and Dunn (1984), a VAK model. This model is widely used in schools in the United
States, and numerous articles have been published in peer-reviewed journals referring to
this model that "matches students' learning style preferences with complementary
instruction to improve academic achievement and student attitudes toward learning,"
(Dunn, Dunn & Price, 1984). This would seem to indicate that providing the ability for
students to customize the method of presentation and content of the knowledge repository
would also increase effective learning.
2.8.2Cognitive Styles
Cognitive style is a term used to describe the way individuals think, perceive and
remember information. There are a number of cognitive styles that have been
hypothesized to affect or enhance learning. One approach, (Hudson, 1996) identified two
cognitive styles: convergent thinkers who are good at accumulating material from a
variety of sources relevant to a problem's solution, and divergent thinkers who proceed
more creatively and subjectively in their approach to problem-solving. This knowledge
repository approach has relevance for convergent thinkers, where enhanced modes of
learning would be facilitated by aggregating the course materials.
An alternate approach, cognitive complexity theories (Beiri, 1961) identified
individuals who are more complex in their approach to problem-solving as opposed to
those who are less creative. His approach also involves the organization of constructs and
their similarity. If the elements are construed in less related ways for all constructs then
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there is a more complex organization leading to different results. This approach has also
been interpreted by Crockett (1965) and others as one of 'differentiation' and 'integration'.
Cognitive complexity is calculated from Crockett's Role Category Questionnaire
(Crockett, 1965), where the number of independent constructs produced is taken as a
measure of cognitive complexity.
Additional tools that can facilitate ALN's are cooperative work tools that are
defined in terms of their coordination between activities, which implies some domain
specific knowledge (Malone & Crowston, 1990). They refer to "goal-relevant
relationships" between activities as "interdependencies." These interdependencies may
be the key to a possible structure to define interdependent relationships that will be
explored in the Knowledge Integration Model. Factors such as identifying goals,
mapping goals to activities, selecting actors and selecting activities for actors, would be
important for managing interdependencies. This is particularly relevant to defining a core
database for a discipline. These interdependencies between concepts need to be mapped
and displayed in a user-friendly interface to allow easy navigation of concepts that
facilitate knowledge exploration.
2.8.3 Knowledge Elements
"By implementing a singular and global identity of all knowledge elements and other
information entities, to allow logical extensibility, the framework for physical
extensibility, replication and peer-to-peer interaction, has been established." (Gardner &
Sheridan, 2003). In many respects, these knowledge elements seem similar to the shared
content objects (SCO's) in SCORM. This article continues by discussing the structure of
a knowledge engine; "To create the foundations for a knowledge engine, which embodies
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at its core the way we group and classify our knowledge of the world through
generalization and specialization. These characteristics provide the foundation to deliver
a wide variety of solutions in many domains apart from the initial design target of
teaching and learning," (Gardner & Sheridan, 2003).
Knowledge sharing tools, not only in educational settings, but in virtual
communities in general, could foster faster learning and greater knowledge retention.
Most information is presented with relatively little context. Developing the complex
interconnections that instill meaning is currently not available or relatively limited. In a
paper on knowledge sharing in virtual communities, Bieber et al. (2002) stated that
"Properly supported virtual communities could benefit society through collaboration and
knowledge-sharing in ways not yet articulated. It is believed that the best way to carry out
this investigation is through action research, in which an environment of integrated tools
is introduced and evaluated in an actual virtual community."
"Yet, no existing approaches address the full range of knowledge repositories, and
knowledge sharing and learning processes discussed earlier," (Bieber et al. 2002).
A series of new tools has been proposed:
(1) Computer-mediated communication (Turoff et al. 2001),
(2) Conceptual knowledge structures (Bieber et al. 2002) (Turoff et al. 1999),
(3) Advanced hypermedia features (Bieber et al. 1997),
(4) Community process support (Bieber et al. 2002),
(5) Digital video for collaboration, learning, and financial transaction support.




The concept of integrating knowledge maps to organize information was proposed by
Bieber (1999). "Using application-oriented conceptual maps to categorize group
discussions would be an advancement in the design of computer-mediated
communications (CMC) systems to allow much larger groups to collaborate productively.
The group meta-communication process should allow the group to modify and evolve
these conceptual discourse templates." The voting scales suggested by Bieber suggest
the possibility of using voting to weight concept relationships.
Figure 2.2 Voting scales.
(Bieber, 1999)
In support of this paper's concept, Turoff and Hiltz (1998) proposed "group
support tools" for relatively small collaborative groups. They believe that the ability to
utilize complex discourse and visualization structures that are tailored to the problem
domain can ultimately support problem solving and learning communities of scores to
thousands of participants.
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One of the key goals is to provide a mapping between ideas and concepts that
span an entire discipline. Students and faculty will continually input their ideas, regarding
these relationships, which will be represented in the Knowledge Integration Model. These
interrelationships will be represented as correlation weights linking concepts. There will
be multiple threads that allow possible relationships to be explored by students. These are
equivalent to a neural network that allows multiple, possible paths to information
retrieval to be explored and new connections to be established. (Mortar, Mohan & Ranka,
1996). Categorizing these relationships between concepts, it is theorized, will enhance
knowledge acquisition, "formulating arguments or reorganizing material to introduce new
(previously unrecognized) relationships, thereby advancing the knowledge of the
participants," (Harasim, 1990).
One of the key features of ALN's is the concept that self learning "can be seen as
freeing the individual learner from time and space barriers to two-way communications,
which, in supportive situations, can foster self learning," (Keegan, 1986). To enhance this
ability of knowledge exploration, tools that facilitate these explorations should result in
more knowledgeable students, it is hypothesized. An attempt will be made to confirm
these hypotheses by testing students with recognized exams like the Certified Information
System Security Professional exams. A number of papers have studied the enhanced
learning of ALN' S. "When groups are working asynchronously, members can reflect
longer and in more depth about their contributions than when they are in a face-to-face
discussion," (Hiltz, 1994). "ALN supported participants, individuals and groups produced
better reports than did their manual counterparts," (Ocker, et al. 1995).
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If students in collaborative ALN's have better learning outcomes, "The results
support the premise that when students are actively involved in collaborative (group)
learning on-line, the outcomes can be as good as or better than those for traditional
classes." (Hiltz, Coppola, Rotter & Turoff, 2000). It is then reasonable to hypothesize
that tools that facilitate collaborative learning, like the new proposed synthesis forum,
will further enhance learning outcomes. This is supported by the Collaborative CLE
principle that states "learners naturally work in learning and knowledge building
communities, exploiting each others skills while providing social support and modeling
and observing the contributions of each member. "
Teaching online courses often involves a heavier burden on a professor's time
than conventional face-to-face (ftf) courses. This was found to be a factor in faculty's
dissatisfaction in teaching online courses (Harman & Davis, 2001). Any mechanism that
can relieve this enhanced burden and possibly the isolation of preparing and teaching
solitary online courses may enhance faculty satisfaction rates on ALN's. The paper,
"Becoming a Virtual Professor" (Coppola, Hiltz & Rotter, 2002) discusses the issues that
arise when transitioning to an online ALN mode of teaching. If a centralized knowledge
repository was built that was used by multiple courses, it relieves the isolation and heavy
load placed on one instructor. A group of instructors working together sharing ideas,
skills and responding to students might better distribute the workloads. The discipline




One of the eventual goals of the knowledge repository is to connect multiple repositories
spanning several universities and incorporate/link all knowledge maps into a distributed
cognition model. This is supported by the Collaborative CLE principle that "learners
naturally work in learning and knowledge building communities, and exploiting each
other's skills would provide social support and modeling the contributions of each
member."
Distributed cognition is a field of psychology developed by Edwin Hutchins
which emphasizes the social effects on cognition. "Traditionally, human cognition has
been seen as solely inside a person's head and studies have by and large disregarded the
social, physical and artificial surroundings in which cognition takes place." (Salamon,
1993). It suggests that societies and organizations have different ways of learning and
organizating information. This implies that learning is a group activity and true learning
and knowledge building takes place in a collaborative environment where we share and
process information.
Knowledge is distributed among a group's members, each of whom uses his/her
knowledge to contribute to the group. "Not only are groups able to accomplish more, but
it has been argued that this type of learning leads to deeper understanding of content and
processes for the group members." (Di Sessa & Minstrell, 1998). . . .
Why utilize distributed cognition? Because "people think in conjunction and
partnership with others and with the help of culturally provided tools and implements."
(Salomon, 1993). Cognitive systems that consist of more than one individual have
properties that differ from the individuals who participate in them (Hutchins, 1995). For
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example, individuals, working together on a collaborative task, possess different kinds of
knowledge and so will engage in interactions that will allow them to pool the various
resources to accomplish their tasks. In addition, individuals in a cognitive system have
overlapping and shared access to knowledge that enables them to be aware of what others
are doing. This enables the coordination of expectations to emerge, which, in turn, form
the basis of coordinated action.
2.10.1 Theories of Distributed Cognition
What distinguishes distributed cognition from other approaches is the commitment to two
related theoretical principles. The first concerns the unit of analysis for cognition. The
second concerns the mechanisms that participate in cognitive processes. While
mainstream cognitive science looks for cognitive events in the manipulation of symbols
(Newell, et al. 1989), or more recently, patterns of activation across arrays of processing
units (Rumelhart, et al. 1986) (McClelland, et al. 1986) inside individual actors,
distributed cognition looks for a broader class of cognitive events and does not expect all
such events to be encompassed by the skin or skull of an individual.
2.10.2 Internet Role in Distributed Cognition
The internet could be considered an example of distributed cognition, where meaning is
derived and achieved through social interaction among individuals, for example,
distributed cognition in which multiple minds are intertwined across time. The
distributed cognition approach is concerned with cognitive phenomena that cover a wide
spectrum, from analyzing the properties and processes of a system of actors interacting
with each other and an array of technological artifacts to perform some activity.
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The distributed cognition approach emphasizes the distributed nature of cognitive
phenomena across individuals, artifacts and internal and external representations in terms
of a common language of 'representational states' and 'media.' In doing this, it dissolves
the traditional divisions between the inside/outside boundary of the individual and the
culture/cognition distinction that anthropologists and cognitive psychologists have
historically created. Instead, it focuses on the interactions between the distributed
structures of the phenomenon that is under scrutiny.
The distributed cognition approach involves:
1) The distributed problem-solving that takes place (including the way people work
together to solve a problem),
2) The role of verbal and non-verbal behavior (including what is said, what is
implied by glances, winks, etc. and what is not said),
3) The various coordinating mechanisms that are used (e.g., rules, procedures),
4) The various ways communication takes place as the collaborative activity
progresses, and
5) How knowledge is shared and accessed.
2.11 Concept Mapping Tools
Concept mapping is a technique for visualizing the relationships between different
concepts. A concept map is a diagram showing the relationships between concepts.
Concepts are connected with labeled arrows, in a downward-branching hierarchical
structure. The relationship between concepts is articulated in linking phrases, such as
"gives rise to", "results in", "is required by," or "contributes to."
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Concept maps are a technique used to visually represent the structure of
information. They are a result of Novak's and Gowin's research (1984) of human
learning and knowledge representation. "Meaningful learning involves the assimilation of
new concepts and propositions into existing cognitive structures." The use of concept
maps has been shown to facilitate learning (Coffey, Carrot et al. 2003). Concept maps
have also been shown to be of value as a knowledge acquisition tool during the
construction of expert systems (Ford et al. 1996) and performance support systems
(Coffey, Callas et al. 2003), and as a means of capturing and sharing experts' knowledge
(Coffey et al. 2002).
Cognitive Load Theory {CLT) developed out of several empirical studies of
learners as they interacted with instructional materials (Sweller, 1988). He stated that" the
optimum learning occurs in humans when the load on working memory is kept to a
minimum to best facilitate the changes in long term memory." He found that the format
of instructional materials has a direct effect on the performance of the learners using
those materials. The concept maps facilitate this retention by showing all the complex
links between concepts.
New knowledge gains meaning when it can be related to existing knowledge, rather
than being "processed and filed" in isolation according to more or less arbitrary criteria.
Concept mapping supports the visualization of such conceptual frameworks and
"stimulates prior knowledge by making and requiring the learner to correlate the
relationship between concepts," (Jonassen, 1996).
A CLT tool called CMAP, CmapTools is a software environment developed at the
Institute for Human and Machine Cognition (IHMC) that empowers users, individually or
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collaboratively, to represent their knowledge using concept maps, to share them with
peers and colleagues, and to publish them. These tools will be explored to see if they can
assist in building a shared data repository for this project.
Figure 2.3 Concept mapping tool CMAP.
Knowledge visualization's goal is to facilitate the creation and communication of
knowledge through the use of graphic representation techniques. Information
visualization concentrates on the use of computer-supported tools to represent large
amount of abstract data. knowledge visualization focuses on the transfer or creation of




The following section describes the techniques to define ideas, practices, technical
capabilities and products through which the analysis, design, implementation,
management and use of information systems can be effectively accomplished. This is
referred to as design science.
2.12.1 Design Science in Information System Research
Two distinct and corresponding paradigms, behavioral science and design science, are
used in Information System research. The behavioral science model analyzes the efficacy
of information systems from the aspect of human perceptions and attitudes. Design
science "seeks to extend the boundaries of human and organizational capabilities by
creating new and innovative artifacts," (Hevner et al 2004).
"Design research involves the analysis of the use and _performance of
designed artifacts to understand, explain and very frequently to improve
on the behavior of aspects of Information Systems." (Association for
Information Systems (AIS) www.aisnet.org , 2008).
Design science has its roots in engineering and the sciences. It is basically a
problem solving model whose goal is to "define ideas, practices, technical capabilities
and products through which the analysis, design, implementation and management and
use of information systems can be effectively accomplished." (Denning, 1997)
(Tsichritzis, 1998). Design science's relevance to IS research is well documented in the
literature (Glass, 1999), (Winograd 1996, 1998), (Benbasat & Zmund 1999). "IS
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research is directly related to its applicability in design, stating that the implications of
empirical IS research should be implementable... synthesizing an existing body of
research ... or stimulate critical thinking among IS researchers. Technology and behavior
are not dichotomous in an information system, they are inseparable," (Lee, 2000).
2.12.2 History of Design Science .
Design science research "is an activity that contributes to the understanding of a
phenomena," (Kuhn, 1962 and 1996). Design refers to developing and creating
something new that is not naturally occurring. Research is an activity that contributes to
an understanding of an observable fact. In 1969, Simon established the foundations for 'a
science of design,' which would be 'a body of intellectually tough, analytical, empirical,
teachable doctrine about the design process.' Simon further decomposes the design
process into an inner and outer environment that satisfies certain goals. The outer
environment is the set of external forces that act on the object. The inner environment is
the components that make up the artifact/object and the relationships with that object to
the organization. The interaction of the functionality between the inner and outer
environments makes up the design activity.
It has been postulated that there are four general design outputs: constructs, models,
methods and instantiations (March & Smith, 1995). Constructs are the language of a
problem domain. They arise during the problem conceptualization phase. The model is a
set of statements articulating relationships among constructs. A method is an algorithm
defining how to accomplish a task. "Implicit in a design research method is the problem
and solution statement that is expressed in the construct vocabulary" (March & Smith,
1995). An instantiation is the solution or realization of the artifact in an environment.
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Occasionally, the instantiation precedes the complete vocabulary definition as indicated
in the iterative evolutionary development of a design.
A complimentary approach to design science (Takeda et al. 1990) is the design of
the interface between the inner and outer environment. This is defined as mapping from a
functional requirement, constituting a point in multidimensional space, where an artifact,
satisfying the mapping, constitutes a point in that space. Design is the knowledge to
perform that mapping.
A fifth output of design (Rossi & Stein, 2003), (the first four can be mapped to
March and Smith's design methods), is referred to as Better Theories. Design research
can contribute to theory building with the first component being methodological
construction of an artifact, or experimental proof of a theory. The second, the design of
the artifact, can expose relationships between its elements. These relationships can
support or refute previously theories. "Human Computer Interfaces (HCI) artifact
construction is perhaps the most effective medium for theory development," (Carrol &
Kellog, 1989).
The philosophical perspective of the design researcher creates reality through
constructive intervention, and then becomes a positivist observer, recording behavior of
the system, that is, the testing and experimental process as listed in the design and
evaluation phases (Hever et al. 2004).
Table 2.3 Philosophical Research Perspectives
Positivist Interpretive Design









































Design research introduces unique artifacts, which implies that they deal with alternative
world states. This contrasts with positivist ontology with a single typical unit of analysis.
In design research, even the problem statement is subject to revision as design research
proceeds. Epistemologically, a design researcher can determine if a piece of information
is factual through means of construction/circumspection. As an artifact is constructed, its
behavior and interactions are determined; its meaning is its functionality. The design
researcher is thus a pragmatist (Pierce, 1931).
2.12.3 Design Science Guidelines in IS Research
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Seven Design Science Research Guidelines have been identified, in the creation of a
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purposeful artifact (Hevner et al. 2004). An artifact is defined as a vocabulary and
symbols. The goal was to develop a framework for effective design science research.
Table 2.4 Design Science Research Guidelines
Design Science Research Guidelines (Hevner et al. 2004)
Guideline 1: Design as an
artifact
Design science must produce a viable artifact in the




The objective of design science research is to develop




The utility, quality and efficacy of a design artifact




Effective design science research must provide clear
and verifiable solutions in the areas of the design
artifact, design foundations and /or design
methodologies.
Guideline 5: Research Rigor Design science research relies upon the application of
rigorous methods in both the construction and
evaluation of the design artifact
Guideline 6: Design as a
Search Process
The search for an effective artifact involves utilizing
available means to reach desired ends while satisfying
laws in the problem environment
Guideline 7: Communication
of Research
Design science research must be presented effectively
both to technology oriented as well as management
oriented audiences
Guideline 3, the Design Evaluation, is further broken down into well-defined
evaluation methods. The evaluation of an IT artifact requires metrics and data analysis. It
can be evaluated in terms of functionality, completeness, consistency, accuracy,
performance, reliability, usability and fit within the organization/context. The design
phase is iterative and provides feedback during development. The selection of specific
evaluation methods must match the design artifact. Table 2.5 lists available design
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evaluation methods. The efficacy of the artifact can be demonstrated by the appropriate
selection of design evaluation methods (Basilli, 1996) (Zelkowitz and Wallace, 1998).
Table 2.5 Design Evaluation Methods











3. Experimental • Controlled Experiment
• Simulation
4. Testing • Functional Black Box Testing
• Structural White Box Testing
5. Descriptive • Informed Argument
• Scenarios
2.13 Semantic Analysis (Semantic Web)
The framework for CUBE will be structured using the Semantic Web model. The
Semantic Web is a "set of formats and languages that are used to find and analyze data on
the web," (Feigenbaum, 2007) (Berners-Lee, 2001). A number of standards, published
by the World Wide Web Consortium Semantic Web Activity Initiative, utilize the
Resource Description Framework (RDF). Each piece of data, and any link that connects
pieces of data, are identified by a unique name called a Universal Resource Identifier
(URI). In the RDF scheme, two pieces of information are connected and grouped together
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in a triplet to infer relationships between concepts.
In 2001 there were approximately a billion web page documents. In 2005, the
estimates range from 11.5-19 billion (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface  Web). As of
2008, the latest estimate was 30-45 billion publicly available web page documents,
(www.Worldwidewebsize.com) a dramatic growth. This excludes private web
documents, mostly held by corporations called the invisible web or "deep web"
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_Web), that multiplies this number by 100. With this
explosive growth of online content, the need to utilize a semantic web approach to
categorizing search information, with an agreed upon ontology that more accurately
reflects user intent, especially in technical fields, is more urgent than ever.
An article by Tim Bernards-Lee (2001) stated that the Semantic Web "is a Web of
actionable information derived from data through a semantic theory for interpreting the
symbols. The semantic theory provides an account of meaning in which the logical
connection of terms establishes interoperability between systems and heterogeneous data
sets, that originate from distinct communities of scientists in separate subfields.
Scientists, researchers, and regulatory authorities in genomics, proteomics, clinical drug
trials, and epidemiology all need a way to integrate these components." The meaning
described in the article refers to triplets or associations between terms.
The ability to generate complex associations between objects provides the potential
to link and grow concepts beyond simple document retrieval. Evolving "concept spaces
visually indicates the relationships and important subsets of concepts, particularly subsets
that constitute ontological commitments for representing given phenomena. These
provide students with large-scale (and even global) views of the structure of concept
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spaces." (Smith & Lee, 2004). These complex interrelationships can potentially evolve
through input from students and faculty for a potentially richer learning environment.
The "semantic web", based on the Resource Description Framework (RDF),
provides a common framework that allows data to be shared and reused across
application, enterprise, and community boundaries. It is a collaborative effort led by the
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), with participation from a large number of
researchers and industrial partners.
The semantic web is composed of a set of design principles, including XML, XML
Schema, RDF, OWL and SPARQL utilized by a group of experts in a particular field (i.e.
World Wide Web Consortium), to create a concept space to facilitate the standardization
of terms, relevant to a knowledge domain. These efforts at semantic clarity assist search
engines and disciplines to better define and aggregate relationships within a discipline.
2.13.1 Semantic Web Terminology
Knowledge representation is concerned with how people store and process information.
In artificial intelligence (AI) the primary aim is to store knowledge so that programs can
process it and achieve the approximation of human intelligence. The fundamental goal of
knowledge representation (KR) is to represent knowledge in a manner so as to facilitate
inferencing (i.e. drawing conclusions) from knowledge. The semantic web is a fusion of
notations such as XML, RDF and their interrelationships, to make the output of these KR
languages easy for machines to parse and formalize relationships between concepts
(Helbig, 2006).
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Table 2.6 Semantic Web Terminology
Terms Acronym Definitions
FOAF Friend of a Friend A popular application of the semantic web is Friend of a Friend (or




A family of knowledge-representation languages for authoring
ontologies. This family of languages is based on two semantics: OWL-
DL and OWL-Lite semantics are based on Description Logics, which
are a family of knowledge representation languages which can be used
to represent the terminological knowledge of an application domain in a




-A family of World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) specifications
originally designed as a metadata model but which has come to be used
as a general method of modeling information, through a variety of
syntax formats.	 -The RDF metadata model is based upon the
idea of making statements about resources in the form of subject-
predicate-object expressions, called "triplets" in RDF terminology. The
subject denotes the resource, and the predicate denotes traits or aspects








SIMILE is a joint project, conducted by the MIT Libraries and MIT
CSAIL, which seeks to enhance interoperability among digital assets,






A Semantic Web technology, SIOC provides methods for
interconnecting discussion methods such as blogs, forums and mailing
lists to each other. It consists of the SIOC ontology, an open-standard
machine readable format forexpressing the information contained both
explicitly and implicitly in Internet discussion methods, of SIOC
metadata producers for a number of popular blogging platforms and
content management systems, and of storage and browsing/searching




SPARQL allows for a query to consist of triple patterns, conjunctions,
disjunction, and optional patterns.
XML Extensible
Markup Language
A general-purpose markup language, it is classified as an extensible
language, any high-level language that allows its user to modify or
enrich its syntax, because it allows its users to define their own
elements. Its primary purpose is to facilitate the sharing of structured
data across different information systems,
CHAPTER 3
HYPOTHESES, MODELS AND KNOWLEDGE REPOSITORY
ARCHITECTURE
This chapter describes the research framework used to validate/refute the knowledge
repository modeling hypotheses. The first component is a description of the underlying
research hypotheses and assessment strategies. The second component introduces two
models; The Knowledge Weighting Model (KWM) and the Aggregate Integrate Master
model (AIM) that have been postulated to explain the relationships between
constructivist constructs and the Integrated Knowledge Repository (IKR). The final
component is a detailed description of the (IKR) which has been instantiated in the form
of the Constructivist Unifying Baccalaureate Epistemology (CUBE) learning system that
forms the construct platform for testing the hypotheses.
3.1 Hypotheses and Assessment Strategies
Hl: Students using the Integrated Knowledge Repository (IKR) will have a more positive
perception of the learning process than those who use conventional single course teaching
paradigms.
HO: There is no relationship between the use of IKR and students' perceptions of the
learning process.
Assessment of student perceptions: A questionnaire, "Constructivist Multimedia
Learning Environment Survey (CMLES)", will be used to determine students'




H2: Students utilizing the IKR will develop a more complex understanding of the
interconnected nature of the materials linking a discipline than those who take
conventional single topic courses.
HO: There is no relationship between the IKR and developing a more complex
understanding of the interconnected nature of the materials linking a discipline.
Assessment of unifying knowledge of a discipline: Students were given a case study on a
topic that unifies concepts which span multiple courses. They were then asked to solve
another problem/case that tests their ability to demonstrate their cross-subject knowledge.
A rubric, integrating Jonassen's case analysis rubric, "Learning to Solve Problems" and
Hevner's design evaluation methods, "Design Science in IS Research", was used to
assess their evolution of skill development using CUBE. A control group of students,
who had previous experience with the conventional method of instruction, were given the
new case study and rubric to evaluate their comprehension of the course materials.
The categories of the rubric are:
• Quality of information sources cited,
• Constraint analysis,
• Feasibility, and
• Relevance of implications.
Future Research: Hypotheses 113 and H4 will be used to guide future research to refine
the implementation of CUBE to maximize its effectiveness
113: Students will spend more time exploring a concept, using the IKR, which allows
them to navigate and construct their own representation, than those using conventional
texts.
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HO: There is no relationship between use of the CUBE paradigm and increased time
spent exploring relationships between concepts.
Assessment of time spent: Students will be given several course topics and record the
actual time spent and level of knowledge integration.
H4: Students will be more actively involved in constructing knowledge representations
than students in conventional courses.
HO: There is no relationship between use of CUBE and increased knowledge formation.
3.2 Constructivist Learning Principles Referenced By Hypotheses Hl And H2
The Constructivist Learning Principles that relate to Hypotheses H1 and H2 are the
following:
• Active/Manipulative: Learners are engaged by the learning process in
mindful processing of information, where they are responsible for the
result.
• Constructive: Learners integrate new ideas with prior knowledge in order
to make sense or reconcile a discrepancy, curiosity, or puzzlement.
o Presenting students with information spanning multiple courses, i.e. prior
knowledge, they have a greater probability of creating meaning from
connections between concepts
• Collaborative: Learners naturally work in learning and knowledge building
communities, exploiting each others' skills while providing social support and
modeling and observing the contributions of each member.
o The students contribute to the knowledge map, building communities of
practice, exploiting the skills of others and building on the skills of others.
• Conversational: Learning is inherently a social, dialogical process (Duffy &
Cunningham, 1996). That is, given a problem or task, people naturally seek out
opinions and ideas from others.
o Contributions and links in the knowledge map, provided by students, will
be evaluated and voted on. This will determine relevance and ranking of
concepts; i.e., seeking out the opinions and ideas of others.
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• Reflective/Critical: Learners should be required by technology-based learning to
articulate what they are doing, the decisions they make, the strategies they use,
and the answers that they find.
o The voting will be an iterative process that will evolve over time to refine
and critically evaluate decisions they have made.
• Contextualized: A great deal of recent research has shown that learning tasks that
are situated in some meaningful real world task or simulated in some case-based
or problem based learning environment are not only better understood, but also
are more consistently transferred to new situations.
o Case examples will be integrated in the CUBE implementation that
reflects the integration of concepts spanning courses.
• Complex: The greatest intellectual error that teachers commit is to oversimplify
ideas in order to make them more easily transmittable to learners. In addition to
stripping ideas out of their normal contexts, ideas are distilled to their simplest
form so that students will more readily learn them.
o The focus of the CUBE system will be to create a learning environment
that integrates concepts spanning multiple courses in a discipline, fostering
the development of complex skills.
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3.3.1 Knowledge Weighting Model (KWM)
hi order to integrate knowledge than spans an entire discipline, there has to be a well
defined model to weight the individual course topics/concepts, common elements that
exist between the materials, correlation weights as to the interdependence of the variables
and finally the evolving relevance of existing and new material to the overall growth of
the discipline. (See Figure 3.2) This will evolve over time as new theories appear and the
increasing volume of quantitative evidence supporting these claims is presented in
refereed journals. One Measure of field relevance could possibly be the number of
citations of a particular concept or approach.
Figure 3.2 Knowledge weighting model.
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3.3.1.1 Conceptual Clustering. In order to validate this model, conceptual clustering,
a machine learning paradigm for classification, will be utilized. Conceptual clustering
uses the inherent structure of the data that drives cluster formation and a description
language; it determines classes with common characteristics extracted from large
amounts of data. This description language is based on a semantic vocabulary provided
by the students. The relationships between semantic terms will be defined by triplets
defined in Resource Description Framework (RDF) (World Wide Web Consortium,
W3C.org) . Each piece of data and any link that connects pieces of data are identified by
a unique name called a Universal Resource Identifier (URI). In the RDF scheme, two
pieces of information are connected and grouped together with an operator, predicate, in
a triplet to infer relationships between concepts (refer to Appendix).
COBWEB (Fisher 1987, 1995), a hierarchical conceptual clustering algorithm, will
be utilized to validate the KWM model. Clustering algorithms normally have difficulty
accurately determining clusters that share common attributes. Conceptual clustering, like
COBWEB, incorporates attribute definitions that mesh smoothly with a well defined
semantic vocabulary.
The correlation weights in the KWM model refer to the voting by students/faculty
to determine the importance and relevance of links between terms. These relationships
are then clustered together, by similar semantic terms and highest link weights, to form a
graphical map that can then be traversed to help students quickly explore related
concepts. Each student generates 3-7 links per topic/week per course.
Example: Concepts Weights: Data collected/ Per Course
Links: (10-20 students/course) x (15 weeks/semester) x (3-7 links/topic) ~ 1100
Voting/weights: Students vote on their top choices:
(5 choices/topic)*(15weeks) x (10-20 students)=~1000
Total: Approximately 2100 data points colleted per course
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Figure 3.3 Conceptual clustering.
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3.3.2 Aggregation-Integration-Master (AIM) Knowledge Construction Model
The Aggregation-Integration-Master (AIM) model builds upon the Selection-
Organization-Integrate (SOI) knowledge construction model (Mayer, 1996). The SOI
model theorizes that selecting and integrating concepts for a particular course or text, can
form the basis for a more dynamic and expansive learning experience model. The
Aggregate Integrate Master model, developed as part of this thesis, extends the SOI to a
larger domain. It is postulated that effective knowledge integration/comprehension is
only truly effective if it correlates all components of a discipline into a cohesive whole.
This is an iterative process where relationships and links between concepts are
collectively incorporated by all participants. These weights between concepts, knowledge
weighting model, (Figure 3.2), are voted upon and create an evolving concept space. This
ensures two essential components. First, the model satisfies the constructivist approach
to knowledge formation, where students are the knowledge makers and more effective
integration and visualization of meta-cognitive data linking is continually evolving.
Second, the knowledge repository continues to evolve integrating new links that ensure
the information is timely and relevant.
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Figure 3.4 AIM knowledge construction model.
3.4 Assessment Methodologies
Students were provided with a tool to add to the knowledge map. These new knowledge
relationships/links were available to other students as an alternate/additional path to learn
and explore interrelated concepts. Students were measured by a rubric that relates their
interest, number of entries, and quality of entries and other students' assessment of the
benefit of those other perspectives.
Design science evaluation methods (Hevner et al. 2004) of Observation, Analysis,
Experimentation, Testing and Descriptive framework will be used to evaluate the case
analysis rubric for H2. The assessment criteria categories (Jonassen, 2003) include:
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Quality of Information Sources Cited (QISC), Constraint Analysis (CA), Feasibility (F)
and Relevance of Implications (RI), as summarized in Figure 3.4 and Table 3.1.
Figure 3.5 Assessment methodology (case analysis rubric) embedded in
design science evaluation methods.
"In the Design Science Model, knowledge and understanding of a problem domain
and its solution are achieved in the building and the application of the design artifact,"
(Hevner et al. 2004). Table 3.1 illustrates the utility, quality and efficacy of the design
artifact.
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Table 3.1 Design Analysis Methods
Design Analysis Methods
Experimental: Study the artifact in controlled environment for specific qualities (i.e.
usability)
Testing: •Functional (Black Box testing): Execute artifact interfaces to identify
failures and identify defects
Descriptive •Informed argument: Use information from the knowledge base (relevant
research) to build a convincing argument for the artifact's utility.
Case Analysis/System problems are often complex, interdisciplinary problems
that originally emerged at Harvard Law School over a hundred years ago (Williams,
1992). These problems engage the learners in understanding and resolving issues, rather
than remembering them. It requires learners to critically analyze situations, identify
issues and assumptions and engage in reflective ethical thinking (Lundberg, 1999). The
levels of learning and thinking engaged by this process are at a much deeper level
(Jonassen, 2003).
The system will provide students with a series of cases in the field of Computer
Technology. The students' responses will be analyzed using rubrics (Jonassen, 2003) to
determine if the Integrated Knowledge Repository approach, to facilitate a more complex
understanding of the interrelated nature of the discipline spanning multiple courses, is
effective.
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Table 3.2 Case Analysis Rubrics
Case Analysis Rubrics
OISC 	 C A 	 F 	 RI
Sources were internationally recognized; questionable or unknown
Constraint Analysis
(CA):
Constraints are all identified; mostly identified or few constraints known
Feasibility (F): Feasible to implement; unclear if feasible or impossible to implement
Relevance of
Implications (RI):
Implications clear and feasible; implications unclear or few implications
identified
3.5 Knowledge Repository Design
CUBE: A schema for enhancing learning and knowledge formation.
Acronym: CUBE = (Constructivist Unifying Baccalaureate Epistemology)
Definition: An Integrated Knowledge Repository aggregates course materials of N
number of courses with associated concept maps that incorporate constructivist features
providing students with the ability to add/construct concept maps.
The first two hypotheses, H1 and H2, will be evaluated to explore the efficacy of the
CUBE paradigm. The second two hypotheses, 113 and H4, will be used to guide future
research to refine the implementation of CUBE to maximize its effectiveness.
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3.5.1 Implementing and Testing the Knowledge Repository
Table 3.3 Knowledge Repository Design
Knowledge Repository Design
Step 1: Develop the Knowledge Repository Data Structures
Step 2: Create the generic design methodology and software that allows
professors/Instructors to construct an integrated knowledge
repository
Step 3: Select a discipline to test the design and software
Step 4: Design the CUBE user interface to facilitate entering course
materials; i.e. CUBE surface segmented into 16 fields,
representing weekly course topics
Step 5: Develop concepts maps / visual user interface for navigating
information
Step 6: Test the prototype with a few students and make any needed
modifications
Step 7: Test the knowledge repository with at least 4 classes.
Step 8: Analyze the data using factor analysis, SPSS and SAS.
3.5.2 Knowledge Repository Test Environment
Discipline: Computer Technology used to test and implement the
proposed knowledge repository
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Figure 3.6 Educational test environments.
-One of two visualization options
-A macro view of all the concepts/disciplines
•A micro view of the topic and links
Figure 3.7 Global visualization structure.
3.5.3 Multilevel Information Representation
Multilevel information representation
(Macro vs. Micro level single discipline)
•Each plane represents a course/ logical topic
• Embedded in each plane are links to:
•Contextual course relationships
•Global (offer course )
•Core knowledge underpinnings
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Figure 3.8 Multilevel information representation.
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3.5.4 Data Structure Diagrams (Relationships Between Concepts)
Data Structure Diagram (DSD)
•A Data Structure Diagram uses graphical notations for entities, relationships and constraints
-Entities have a unique representation, and display communication and potential processing
of the entity.
-A relation is a table structure definition (a set of column definitions) along with the data
appearing in that structure.
•A constraint refers to the degree of statistical dependence between or among variables.
•DSDs focus on the relationships of the elements within an entity and enable users to fully see the
links and relationships between each entity.
Data Structure Diagram (DSD) (cont.)
Data Structure Diu rims
•A data structure diagram (DSD) is the result of a process of hierarchical decomposition of a complex data
area, which is subdivided as far as possible (and reasonable). DSDs are hierarchical tree diagrams depicting
"may consist of relationships between data items if read from top to bottom and following the connecting
lines. The boxes in the diagram may represent intermediate complex data items which are further subdivided
in the diagram. Fully atomized data items, represented by an attribute which can be directly used as a field
definition in a database table.
•References to complex data items detailed elsewhere: Instead of listing attributes, a reference to an entire
entity may be made (entities may be depicted by a data structure diagram with only one row of data items -
attributes - below the header item). Another possibility to make a reference to several data items is to include a
part, i.e. a reference to a separate data structure diagram.
Conditions: The "consists of relationship may be modified by conditions written in boxes which are marked
by an abbreviation on the right hand top of the box defining one of the following conditions:
•"IF": Data items below this box are to be read only if the condition is satisfied
•"EXCL" (= exclusive alternative): Same as "IF", but several such conditions exist which are mutually
exclusive
•"LOOP": Data item is repeated as many times as indicated in the condition.
Reference April 29, 1996, wgb@zedat. fu-B erlin.de: W. Berendsohn, University of Berlin)
http://www.bgbm. org/CDEFD/CollectionModel/dsd.htm
Figure 3.9 Data structure diagram.
3.5.5 Data Structure-Pointers
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Figure 3.10 Data and pointer structure.
The pointer structure is designed to accommodate course level navigation
of topics, the 2D plane element (i,j), discipline level navigation, the 3D table
element (i,j,k) and interdisciplinary relationships represented by the 4D element
(i,j,k,1). Pointers have multiple successor and predecessor elements. This fourth
dimension is essential to accommodate the future growth of the knowledge base.
Not only does it connect basic core topics such as math, physics and chemistry
that provide the underpinnings of a discipline but it provides possible
commonalities between disciplines that are often overlooked.
3.5.6 Message Header Structure
Message Header Structure
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Figure 3.11 Message header structure.
3.5.7 CUBE Software
The CUBE knowledge repository was written using PHP and JavaScript with an
Oracle database backend. PHP is a general purpose scripting language used for
developing dynamic web content that has embedded support for object oriented
programming and PHP data objects. Scripts run directly on the web server, i.e.
server-side scripting, which generates dynamic HTML pages. It was chosen since
PHP can be deployed on most web servers. Many operating systems and
platforms can be used with most relational database management systems and it
contains open source libraries to encourage organic growth.
CHAPTER 4
PILOT TESTING
Three methodologies were used to pilot test the CUBE knowledge repository; Semi-
structured interviews, focus groups and a questionnaire. The questionnaire has three
subcomponents; the Constructivist Multimedia Learning Environment Survey (CMLES),
a demographics survey and a set of targeted questions, relating to presentation and
content integration of CUBE knowledge repository. Finally, triangulation, the practice of
cross-checking findings with multiple data sources, was used to validate the credibility of
the instruments.
4.1 Research Population
The population for the study was students in the Bachelors Program in Computer
Technology at NJIT. The courses are Computer Architecture, Computer Networks I,
Computer Networks II and Medical Informatics. Students received a standard set of
instructions that were read from a pre-prepared set of notes to ensure that all students had
the same treatment. The students span junior to senior year courses. Since students in the
computer technology program start in their junior year, transferring in from other
colleges, there was also a unique opportunity to ask additional questions about teaching
perspectives, relative to other colleges. Approximately 90 students were available. All
Internal Review Board (IRB) requirements were complied with, including offering




An online questionnaire, using the Constructivist Multimedia Learning Environment
Survey (CMLES), attached in appendix D, was developed using the Survey Monkey
toolkit. Survey Monkey provides a number of rudimentary statistics, such as averages
and total response counts. In order to conduct more complex analyses, t-tests, factor
analysis etc., export tools embedded in survey monkey were used to export data to SAS
9.1.
4.3 Methodologies Employed
4.3.1 Semi- Structured Interviews
A semi-structured interview is a flexible method of interviewing, allowing new questions
to be brought up during the interview, as a result of what the interviewee says. The
interviewer, in a semi-structured interview, generally has a framework of themes to be
explored, as opposed to a structured interview which has a formalized, limited set of
questions.
Unlike the questionnaires, where detailed questions are formulated ahead of time,
semi-structured interviewing starts with more general questions or topics. Relevant topics
are initially identified and the possible relationship between these topics and the issues
form the basis for more specific questions, which do not need to be prepared in advance.
The majority of questions are created during the interview, allowing both the interviewer
and the person being interviewed the flexibility to probe for details or discuss issues.
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4.3.2 Focus Groups
A focus group is a form of qualitative research in which a group of people are asked
about their attitude towards a product, service, concept, advertisement, idea, or
packaging. Questions are asked in an interactive group setting, where participants are free
to talk with other group members.
"Focus groups have a high apparent validity - since the idea is easy to understand,
the results are believable. Also, they are low in cost, one can get results relatively
quickly, and they can increase the sample size of a report by talking with several people
at once," (Marshal, Rossman, 1999).
Types of focus groups:
• Two-way focus group - one focus group watches another focus group and
discusses the observed interactions and conclusions
• Dual moderator focus group - one moderator ensures the session progresses
smoothly, while another ensures that all the topics are covered
• Dueling moderator focus group - two moderators deliberately take opposite
sides on the issue under discussion.
• Respondent moderator focus group - one or more of the respondents are asked
to act as the moderator temporarily.
• Client participant focus groups - one or more client representatives participate
in the discussion, either covertly or overtly.
• Mini focus groups - groups are comprised of 4 or 5 members rather than 8 to 12
• Teleconference focus groups - telephone network is used
• Online focus groups - computers and internet network is used
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4.3.3 Questionnaires
A questionnaire, Constructivist Multimedia Learning Environment Survey (CMLES),
was used to determine students' perceptions of the new system vs. the current paradigm
where courses are presented as single topics/units. This survey was selected since the
CMLES scales demonstrated a high degree of internal consistency reliability (with alpha
reliability coefficients ranging from .73 to .82), as well as satisfactory factorial validity
and discriminate validity (Maor, 1999).
An additional series of questions were added that explored the basic components
of the user interface and the content integration of the knowledge repository. This last
section went through a number of iterations and pretest, before the final questionnaire
concept was evaluated to validate the instrument.
4.3.4 Triangulation
Once the data was gathered, triangulation, the practice of cross-checking findings with
multiple data sources, was used to validate the results. By combining multiple observers,
theories, and methods researchers can overcome the weakness or potential biases and the
problems that come from single-observer and single-theory studies (Cohen & Manion,
1986).
There are four types of triangulation (Denzin,1970):
1. Data triangulation, which entails gathering data through several sampling
strategies, so that slices of data at different times and social situations, as
well as on a variety of people, are gathered.
2. Investigator triangulation, which refers to the use of more than one
researcher in the field to gather and interpret data.
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3. Theoretical triangulation, which refers to the use of more than one
theoretical position in interpreting data.
4. Methodological triangulation, which refers to the use of more than one
method for gathering data.
4.4 Methodology
4.4.1 Method 1: Semi-Structured Interviews
• Semi structured interviews were conducted with students who were currently
taking CPT 310 Computer Architecture, that is taught in the conventional single
threaded presentation.
• Students were offered alternate assignment options.
• A consent form was signed by the students and they were informed of their rights
to withdraw from the research at any time.
• They were then presented with the new tool that integrates the knowledge of their
course into a holistic presentation that integrates the course material into the
larger view of the discipline as a whole. The tool allows students to navigate
conceptual threads linking 4 computer courses.
• The interview was coded and themes and patterns, preferences, dislikes, and
design changes were explored.
• A screen shot of the Knowledge Repository tool is in the appendix.
4.4.2 Method 2: Focus Group
• A group of eight students in Computer Technology were engaged in a focus
group.
• A round-robin discussion group was utilized to engage all participants in the
discussion.
• Two hours were allocated
• Six questions formed the structure of the discussions
• All eight students had laptops and recoded their responses in real time via email.




In order to evaluate the usefulness and functionality of the Knowledge Repository
approach, a group of students was asked a series of questions, listed in Appendix B,
which spanned into two classes/sessions. A pretest was administered to evaluate the
instrument and subsequently a modified final version of the instrument, incorporating the
lessons learned, was developed.
The students were also given a user testing guide, Appendix C, which evolved
from its original pretest configuration, to the final test version. The user guide stepped the
students through all the basic components of the Knowledge Repository. The tester was
available to observe students reactions and provide any assistance if the students had
difficulty.
Then, Knowledge Repository topics, as summarized in Table 4.1, were explored.
They focused on the user interface, the organization of information, the knowledge map
approach to correlating concepts, utilizing the multi-tiered approach described in
Bloom's Revised Taxonomy, and finally, the perceived educational benefit of this new
paradigm.
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Table 4.1 Knowledge Repository Structure
Knowledge Repository Structure
Characteristics Features of the Knowledge Repository
Interface Cube presentation: A visual method of organizing and accessing
the course content as opposed to the customary one course
approach in general use
Organization Multiple course content format: The philosophical approach of
integrating multiple courses into a new teaching paradigm
Knowledge Map Utilizing Blooms Revised Taxonomy to generate a multi-tiered
knowledge structure that is used to correlate concepts over
multiple domains
Educational Benefits Exploring the educational benefits of allowing students to explore
conceptual threads linking concepts that span multiple courses:
Concept part of the Constructivist learning framework
Pretest Questionnaire:
The pretest questionnaire explored the basic components of the user interface and
functionality of the knowledge repository concept. The system functionality was further
broken down into the aggregation of multiple course content and knowledge map concept
correlation capabilities.





1. How would you describe the presentation of multiple courses/content
(notes) in one central location?
l a: Do you believe the new system will help you learn the material any
better?
2. How would you judge the benefits of the preview page that shows you
a graphical overview of the course content?
User Interface
(Perceived Ease of Use)
3. How would you evaluate the screen layout using a cube to represent
multiple courses?
4. How would you describe the user interface: Is it easy to understand
how to use the system?
Knowledge Repository 5. What do you think of the "knowledge map" that links ideas across
multiple courses (finding how concepts evolve from one course to
another)?
5a: What do you think of the 2D version vs. the 3D version? Better or
worse? Should you have both?
6. How would you evaluate the knowledge repository approach of
aggregating (combining all the courses notes and links between ideas







































By incorporating the feedback from the initial set of semi-structured interviews,
additional questions were added, as high lighted in italics in Table 4.3. These were more
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in-depth probes. During the initial pretest questions, it was evident that the surface had
just been scratched and students felt that more in-depth queries were necessary to explore
the full richness of the new system/paradigm. The process involved asking the students
"how would you change or improve the instrument?"
Table 4.3 Final Version of Questionnaire
Final Questionnaire
(Italics indicate additions to the pretest questionnaire.)
Category Questions
Content 1. How would you describe the presentation of multiple
courses/content (notes) in one central location?
1 a: Do you believe the new system will help you learn the material
any better?
2. How would you judge the benefits of the preview page that shows a
graphical overview of the course content?
2a: Do you think it helps a student understand what is going
on in the course better or worse than the standard text-only
course outline?
User Interface 3. How would you evaluate the screen layout using a cube to represent
multiple courses?
3a: Can you think of a better way of representing multiple
courses?
4. How would you describe the user interface: Is it easy to understand
how to use the system?




5. What do you think of the "knowledge map" that links ideas across
multiple courses (finding how concepts evolve from one course to
another)?
5a: What do you think of the 2D version vs. the 3D version? Better
or worse? Should you have both?
5b: Do you prefer the 3D version, and maybe larger hiding 2D
version?
5c: What do you think if this knowledge map? Will it help you
learn and understand what is going on in the courses? Will it
be better or worse?
6. How would you evaluate the knowledge repository approach of
aggregating (combining all the course notes and links between ideas
in one central location (web page)?
6a: Do you think the idea of teaching courses differently, where you
have all of the information of multiple courses available to you is a
better or worse way of presenting the information?
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Response Summaries:
The following table is a transcript summary of the important points of the semi-structured
interviews. Complete transcripts are in the Appendix. A User Guide, also in the





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A senior project class, CPT 401, held several focus groups that lasted two hours each. This was
an iterative process that spanned several months. It comprised seven students, who discussed their
impressions of the Knowledge Repository. They were asked to suggest potential improvements of
the system and user interfaces. To ensure the group members all focused on the same issues, the
web site was projected on a screen. Specific features were highlighted and a script was followed
where students responded to each category. A round robin format was utilized to ensure all
participants responded to each scripted issue. Notes were taken and the students, who all had
laptops, recorded their responses and emailed those real time notes, which are included in
Appendix E. Four of the transcripts, which were well structured and followed the focus group
outline used during the discussion, are included.
The general perceptions of organizing information spanning multiple courses in a single
location and the Knowledge Map were positive. A number of students provided useful feedback

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.6 Triangulating Results of the Pilot Study: Qualitative and Quantitative
Treatments
Once the qualitative data has been gathered triangulation, the practice of cross-checking
findings with multiple data sources, is used to validate the credibility of qualitative
analyses. The optimum triangulation can be achieved by cross referencing Qualitative
and Quantitative data. The Majchrzak, et al. (2000) paper that analyzed computer
supported inter-organizational virtual teams was highly regarded due to its depth of data
collection and their approach that triangulated qualitative and quantitative results from
multiple data points such as: interviews, documentary materials, private interviews etc.
This research has gathered not only qualitative data from multiple sources, semi-
structured interviews and a focus group, but has preliminary quantitative data, from a
CMLES validated survey, (Table 4.5), that supports most of its original hypotheses, that
aggregating courses materials from multiple courses is a preferred method of enhancing
students' understanding of the cohesion of information in a discipline.
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Table 4.6 CMLES (preliminary) Survey of24 Computer Teclmology Students 
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A brief summary, (Table 4.7), of CMLES data indicates overwhelmingly that 
students believe this approach will have positive benefits. Further testing and analysis of 
learning outcomes will be tested next semester. 
Table 4.7 Summary of CMLES Data 
Summary of CMLES Data 
Question Data combining good, very 
good and excellent 
Knowledge Repository approach of aggregating course notes 88.2% 
Comprehension of interconnected nature of concepts : Using 91.6% 







In summary, students believed in the positive aspects of the approach of providing
tools to explore concepts on their own "You can go into more depth of any course
provided within the website [student quote]" In addition, the quantitative data from the
questionnaire indicated an approximate 90% belief that this approach will be beneficial to
their overall learning experiences.
4.7 Constructivist Learning Environment Framework
The design of the integrated knowledge repository began with the selection of the
learning paradigm, the Constructivist Learning Environment (CLE), where learners
actively construct the interrelationships between concepts.
In order to achieve this aggregation of information, a CUBE prototype was
designed and tested with students utilizing four computer technology courses. A semantic
web framework, utilizing a common vocabulary, was developed with students' input, to
ensure that the concept mapping was consistent and extensible to future expansion. This
correlates to the Active tenet of the CLE.
The preliminary results of the pilot test supported the CLE tenet that students felt
that a learner's active participation in constructing the interrelationships between
concepts added to their comprehension of the subject matter by over a ninety percent
margin. The second pilot result was that the CUBE system prototype supported their




Table 4.7 indicates the calendar timeline for the project and Table 4.8 indicates
the research and testing timeline followed during the course of this research.
Table 4.8 Calendar Timeline for Research Project
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Table 4.9 Project Timeline





































40 hrs 1 week D. Lubliner 3/8/2007 3/15/2007 100
8 Review
specifications
15 hrs 2 days D. Lubliner 3/16/2007 4/30/2007 100
9 Design 210
hrs
3.5 weeks 3/27/2007 4/20/2007 100
8 Develop 40 hrs 1 week D. Lubliner, 3/27/2007 4/3/2007 100 t
Specifications Advisors









11 Develop 350 9.5 weeks 5/1/2007 8/10/2007 100%
Prototype








40 hrs 1 week D. Lubliner,
Advisors
8/11/2007 8/18/2007 100%
15 Unit Testing 80 hrs 2 weeks D. Lubliner 8/19/2007 9/1/2007 100%
16 Integration 40 hrs 1 week D. Lubliner 9/2/2007 9/9/2007 100%
Testing
I7 Documentation 40 hrs 1 week D. Lubliner 9/I0/2007 9/17/2007 80%	 t





Table 4.8 Project Timeline (Continued)










25 1 week D. Lubliner,
Advisors
10/4/2007 10/11/2007 100%
































20 Hrs I week D. Lubliner,
Committee
3/25/2008 4/1/2008































The objective of this chapter is to describe the research that has been completed and to
validate/refute the knowledge repository modeling hypotheses.
5.1 QUANTITATIVE DATA
Quantitative research is the systematic scientific investigation of properties and
phenomena and their relationships. Quantitative research is often an iterative process
whereby evidence is evaluated, theories and hypotheses are refined.
The goal of this phase of the research was to validate hypothesis H2: Students
utilizing the IKR will develop a more complex understanding of the interconnected nature
of the materials linking a discipline than those who take conventional single topic
courses.
In order to test this hypothesis it was necessary to collect quantifiable data; i.e. an exam
(appendix) that covered material spanning multiple courses and then determines if
students attained higher scores using the knowledge repository instantiated by the CUBE
artifact. To mitigate the possibility of confirmation bias, researcher bias, "a tendency to
search for or interpret new information in a way that confirms one's preconceptions and
avoids information and interpretations which contradict prior beliefs" [Peter Cathcart
Wason 1960], five different faculty from two departments, Electrical Engineering
Technology and Computer Technology, administered these exams. In addition to ensure
the validly of the results students from multiple majors, at similar points in their
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education taking conventionally taught courses, were given the exam to establish baseline
values from which the efficacy of utilizing the knowledge repository could reliably be
determined.
5.1.1 Research Population
Three types of data were colleted. All three groups were given the same questionnaire, in
the same order, using the same written instructions to reduce tester bias.
• Baseline data: students majoring in the Electrical and Computer Engineering,
ECET, were given the questionnaire as a baseline to determine the skill level of
students in courses ranging from their sophomore to senior years. It was
determined that students in this related discipline would have similar skills,
determined by a similar curriculum, and knowledge in the areas covered by the
questionnaire.
- 37 Electrical and Computer Engineering, ECET, students
• Control group: A control group, Computer Technology students, consists of
subjects who have equivalent or similar characteristics as the experimental group
at the start of the study. The latter group will receive the treatment or independent
variable being investigated while the control group receives a placebo or another
treatment. The control group where students, in the same class, who didn't use the
CUBE system. The students in the same class were randomly chosen. Half of
them used the CUBE system half did not.
- 19 Computer Technology, CPT, Students
• Treatment Group: Students using the CUBE system were evaluated to test
whether the hypotheses could be substantiated.
- 34 Computer Technology, CPT, Students (treatment group)
Total N (37+19+34) = 90
The quantitative exam, listed in the Appendix, contained ten multiple choice
questions. The information tested covered material that spanned the last two years of the
Computer Technology curriculum. The questions were specifically designed to evaluate
procedural knowledge that required an understanding of the topics tested rather that than
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rote memory. The results seem to support the contention that the test was sufficiently
rigorous since only one student attainted a perfect grade.
Table 5.1 Summary of research population
5.1.2 Summary of Quantitative Results
• The means of the baseline group was 50.0 and the control group was 53.68. This
indicates that there is a similar level of common knowledge that can serve as a
baseline comparison of the knowledge repository. The data spans several
disciplines; Computer Technology (CPT), Electrical Technology (ECET),
Mechanical Engineering Technology (MET), Telecommunications Technology
(TMT) and Math (Table 5.1).
• The means of the treatment test scores were (77.14-53.68) or on average 23.46
points higher for the treatment group, which indicates a clear improvement in
test scores utilizing the knowledge repository. The quantitative exam contained
ten multiple choice questions so this difference was, on average, two and a half
questions difference between groups)
• The Std. Error for the control mean is 3.99 and the STD Error for the treatment
mean is 1.93. Since the means are 23.46 units apart, even if each mean is several
standard errors away from its true population mean, they would be significantly
different from each other.
• These courses were taught by four separate faulty to reduce researcher bias.
• CPT 493 and CPT 493H, Medial Informatics, were both taught using the
knowledge repository, with the same instructor spanning two semesters. The
493H class was a hybrid course, 50% face-to-face instruction and 50% was taught
using MOODLE in an online format, to evaluate the possible effects of an online
environment. The results showed a 4.75 point increase for those students using the
hybrid course. This most likely falls within the margin of error of normal exams,
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but suggests possible future avenues of research. For students who are already
comfortable using a web based learning environment the knowledge repository
may further amplify the positive learning benefits.
Figure 5.1 Exam performance comparison utilizing CUBE system
(Yes/Blue indicates students' exam grades using the CUBE learning system)
Table 5.2 Distribution of results by course
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Figure 5.2 Graph of test scores.
The distribution of grades for both the control and treatment groups is evenly
distributed, and not biased by outlying data/grades. This supports the concept that the
treatment group's results are shifted upward uniformly and are a result of the introduction
of the learning environment.
The results are consistent with increased knowledge by students as they
progressed through the curriculum. The three hundred level junior courses showed lower
initial knowledge comprehension than those of the four hundred level senior courses.
Table 5.3 Distribution of Grades
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Questionnaire data is displayed in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 for the Control and Treatment
groups. "No" indicates the control group and "yes" indicates the treatment group.
Table 5.4 Questionnaire Data for Baseline Group
Table 5.5A Baseline Group Distribution
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Table 5.5 B Baseline Group Distribution
5.1.3: Data Analysis: (Quantitative Data)
T-tests:
• Students were assigned randomly to the treatment or control group and then the
variable grades were measured, that were hypothesized to be affected by the
treatment.
• To determine whether the means of the treatment and control group are
significantly different, the null hypothesis (Ho) states that the treatment and
control groups would have the same mean, if we repeated the experiment a large
number of times, and that the differences are attributable to the luck of the draw.
• The alternative hypothesis (H2) to the null hypothesis is that one mean will be
greater than the other, a one tailed test, or will be different.
• The t-test is used to determine that the probability that the difference in means
that is observed is due to chance. The lower the likelihood that the difference is
due to chance, the greater the likelihood that the difference is due to there being a
real difference in treatment and control.
Table 5.6 The t-test Procedure Results
The TTEST Procedure
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• The Equality of Variances gives us the probability that the variances are unequal
due to chance.
o The T-Test values are <.0001 so we reject the null hypothesis (HO) that the
variances are equal.
o The F ratio (F value larger variance/smaller variance) is 1.87. i.e. the
probability of by chance alone a ratio this large or larger is 0.1762.
o That is, if the two samples came from populations with equal variance,
there is a small probability (0.1762) of obtaining a ratio of variances of
1.87 or larger by chance. So we can decide to use the t-value appropriate
for groups with unequal variance.
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5.2 Qualitative Data
Qualitative research involves an in-depth understanding of human behavior and the
reasons that govern human behavior. It investigates the why and how of decision making,
as compared to what, where, and when of quantitative research
The qualitative data, gathered from the CMLES survey with additional
demographic questions and CUBE related questions, were used to test hypothesis Hl.
Hl: Students using the Integrated Knowledge Repository (IKR) will have a more positive
perception of the learning process than those who use conventional single course teaching
paradigms.
HO: There is no relationship between the use of IKR and student interest
Assessment of student perceptions: A questionnaire, Constructivist Multimedia
Learning Environment Survey (CMLES), will be used to determine students' perceptions
of the new system vs. the current paradigm, where courses are presented as single
topics/units.
This survey was selected since the CMLES scales demonstrated a high degree of
internal consistency reliability (with alpha reliability coefficients ranging from .73 to
.82), as well as satisfactory factorial validity and discriminate validity (Maor, D. 1999).
The Maor paper supports the reliability and validity of the CMLES for assessing students'
and teachers' perceptions as one important aspect in evaluating learning environments
which promote the use of multimedia programs and constructivist learning approaches.
5.2.1 Factor Analysis
To validate Maor's findings, the following principal components factor analysis,
followed by varimax rotation was computed on the CMLES Questionnaire data gathered
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in this research study. (See Table 5.7) The results are consistent with Maor's 1999 and
2005 papers' findings, that the CMLES questionnaire demonstrated a high degree of
internal consistency reliability with alpha reliability coefficients that ranged from .82 to
.93.
Alpha coefficient ranges from 0 to 1 may be used to describe the reliability of
factors extracted from dichotomous (questions with two possible answers) and multi-
point questionnaires (i.e., rating scales: 1 -5). The higher the score, the more reliable the
generated scale. A value of 0.7 or higher is an acceptable reliability coefficient
(Cronbach, 1951), (Nunnaly, 1978). In our findings, the alpha coefficients were in the
range of .82 to .93 indicating a high reliability of the factors (See Table 5.7 and data
analysis in the Appendix).
Table 5.7 Principle Components Factor Analysis on CMLES Questionnaire: CUBE




The Questionnaire is decomposed into the following sections, as shown in Table 5.8.
Table 5.8 CMLES Questionnaire
CMLES Questionnaire:
Questions 1-8: Demographics
Description Current (Actual) courses Ideal (Preferred) course
Extent to which students have
opportunities to discuss their






Extent to which students are






Extent to which students have
opportunities to reflect on






Extent to which the
information in the program is






Extent to which the program
is complex and represents data








These questions relate to







5.2.3 Analysis of CMLES Questionnaire Data
The following sections analyze the results from the Constructivist Multimedia Learning
Survey (CMLES), gathered during the course of this research. For additional information
refer to the Appendix for results and graphs obtained from SAS 9.1.
Demographic Data: There were 85 respondents to the survey broken down into the
following demographics:
Table 5.9.A B and C Demographic Data
Table 5.10 Question: "Have you ever used a discussion board (Dboard)?
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Table 5.11 Question: Experience using a learning management system in previous
courses.
Table 5.12 Breakdown of Students by Course
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CMLES CUBE Questions (58-67):
These questions relate to students' experiences using the CUBE knowledge repository.
They are broken down into two categories. The first is the students' perceptions of the
system and user interface. The second group addresses content integration; i.e. the
efficacy of utilizing this approach as it pertains to knowledge acquisition and cohesion of
concepts spanning a discipline (Refer to Appendix for SAS source data).
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Table 5.13 CMLES CUBE Questions 58 - 67
Knowledge Repository Learning System (CUBE Questions 58-67)














58. How would you describe the presentation of









59. How would you judge the benefit of the
preview page that shows you a graphical
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61. How would you describe the user interface:
















62. How would you evaluate the knowledge
repository approach of aggregating (combining)
all the course notes and links between ideas in








63. How would you evaluate the concept of
locating all course information/notes for all four







64.Do you think this option, aggregating all







65.What do you think of the "knowledge map"
that links ideas across multiple courses (finding









66.Do you think that using the knowledge map
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Hypothesis H1, "Students using the Integrated Knowledge Repository (IKR) will have a
more positive perception of the learning process than those who use conventional single
course teaching paradigms," is supported by the above data (Table 5.13) that indicates
students believe, by over 90%, that the CUBE system will enhance their comprehension
of subject matter over conventional single course presentation systems.
Table 5.14 Social Negotiation: Questions 9-13
Questions: 	 Almost	 Don't	 Almost	 Total
always/	 Know	 never/
Social Negotiation 	 often/	 Seldom
sometimes
9. Students get the chance 77	 2	 6	 85
to communicate with each 90.58%	 2.35%	 7.05%
er. 
10.Students communicate 67	 5	 13	 85
with each other about how 78.82%	 5.88%	 15.29%
to conduct investigations. 
11.Students ask other 	 69	 1	 15	 85
students to explain their 	 81.17%	 1.18%	 17.64%
i as 
12.Students ask me to 	 67	 4	 14	 85
explain my ideas. 	 78.82%	 4.71%	 16.47%
13. Other students respond 66	 5	 14	 85
carefully to my ideas. 	 77.64%	 5.88%	 16.47% 
Mean 	 69.2 	 3.4 	 12.4	 85
81.41%®	 4%	 14.58%®
Analysis of Social Negotiation data:
Approximately seventy percent of students are engaged in some forms of social
negotiation during their classes, either to share ideas or to collectively engage in making
sense of the course materials and concepts presented. This data supports the concepts of
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constructivism where students are actively engaged in sense making of the ideas and
concepts. In addition, since conceptual development appears to be a social construct, the
CUBE system, which provides tools for students to share ideas, add new links and
concepts and vote on preferred investigative pathways for learning, the social negotiation
data appears to be consistent with student's positive attitudes of the CUBE system as
indicated by the data in questions 58-67.
Analysis of Inquiry Learning Data:
The Mean of the category, "almost always/ often/ sometimes" was 72.8% (Table 5.15),
indicating that students, in their current classes are actively engaged in inquiring learning:
asking question, researching sources and analyzing problems from multiple perspectives.
Tools that can augment and accelerate this exploration would appear to enhance learning
outcomes
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Table 5.15 Inquiry Learning Questions 14-18
Answer these questions based on your experiences in your current courses
Questions: Almost Don't Almost never/ Total
Inquiry Learning sometimes
always/often/ Know Seldom
14. Students find out 79 	 92.94% 1 5 85
answers to questions by
investigation.
1.18% 5.88%
15. Students carry out 72 	 84.7% 2 11 	 12.94% 85
investigations to test their
own ideas.
2.35%





17. Students design their 69	 81.17% 3 13	 15.29% 85
own ways of investigating
problems.
3.52%
18. Students approach a 75	 88.23% 1 9	 10.58% 85
problem from more than
one perspective.
1.18%
Mean 72.8 85.64% 1.8 10.4 12.23% 85
2.11%
Analysis of Reflective Thinking
Students indicated by 74.2% that they reflect on their ideas and learning experiences
(Table 5.16). That trait is essential to integrate concepts across an entire discipline, since
true learning takes place when the connections are made and the true complexities that
bind ideas together create a greater whole/understanding.
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Table 5.16 Reflective Thinking Questions 19-23













19.Students think 70 3 11 84
carefully about how they
learn.
83.33% 3.57% 13.09%
20.Students think 76 2 6 84
critically about their own
ideas.
90.47% 2.35% 7.14%
21. Students learn to be 77 2 5 84
skeptical. 91.67% 2.35% 5.95%
22. Students learn to 74 2 8 84
become better learners. 88.09% 2.38% 9.52%
23. Students think 74 2 8 84
critically about their own
understandings.
88.09% 2.38% 9.52%
Mean 74.2 2.2 7.6 84
88.33% 2.58% 9.04%
Analysis of Authenticity of learning:
One of the components seemed especially relevant. 77% of the students felt that question
27, "Students need to use a wide range of information to support their problem solving,"
was important to their integrating all the information presented (Table 5.17). These
results mesh with the quantitative results which indicate that, given a wide range of
interrelated information that provides meaning and understanding of the discipline as a
whole, the better their comprehension of the current course materials.
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Table 5.17 Authenticity of Learning Questions 24A-27













24. Students find that the 79 1 4 84
concepts are presented in
meaningful contexts.
94.04% 1.19% 4.76%




26.Students find that they 77 1 6 84
are presented with realistic
tasks.
91.66% 1.19% 7.14%
27.Students need to use a 77 3 4 84
wide range of information
to support their problem
solving.
91.66% 3.57% 4.76%
Mean 77 1.75 5.25 84
91.66% 2.08% 6.25%
Analysis of the Knowledge Repository Learning Environment: Complexity of
Learning: The response mean (89.76% —90%) believed that it was easy to use and learn
but more important was the high positive response to question 30, "Students find that it
makes them think." The first step in knowledge acquisition is to engage the students and
have them think, not just regurgitate the information back, but encourage them to start
considering all the possibilities and hopefully surpass the knowledge of the teacher.
Providing an evolutionary system that adds to the thinking process, creates a tripartite
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learning environment, augmented by the almost infinite capabilities of the global
knowledge community.
Table 5.18 Complexity of the Learning Environment: Questions 28-32
Please answer this section based on your experiences in your current courses
Questions:












28. Students find it to be 76 4 4 84
user friendly . 90.47% 4.76% 4.76%
29. Students find it easy to 77 4 3 84
navigate. 91.66% 4.76% 3.57%
30. Students find that it 73 5 6 84
makes them think. 86.9% 5.95% 7.14%
31. Students find it easy to 75 4 5 84
use. 89.28% 4.76% 5.95%
32. Students take only a 76 4 4
short time to learn how to
use the system.
90.47% 4.76% 4.76%
Mean 75.4 4.2 4.4 84
89.76% 5.0% 5.23%
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Table 5.19 Social Negotiation: Questions 33-37: My ideal Learning Environment


















34. Students would 79 1 4 84
communicate with each
other about how to
conduct investigations.
94.04% 1.19% 4.76%
35. Students would ask 78 1 1.19% 5 84
other students to explain
their ideas.
92.85% 5.95%
36. Students would ask 77 1 6 84
me to explain my ideas. 91.66% 1.19 % 7.14%
37. Other students would 78 1 5 84
respond carefully to my
ideas.
92.85% 1.19% 5.95%
Mean 78 1 5 84
92.85% 1.19% 5.95%
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Table 5.20 Inquiry Learning: Questions 38-42: My ideal Learning Environment














38. Students would find 79 0 5 84
out answers to questions
by investigation.
94.04% 5.95%
39. Students would carry 80 0 4 84
out investigations to test
their own ideas.
95.23% 4.76%





41. Students would design 79 0 5 84
their own ways of
investigating problems.
94.04% 5.95%
42. Students would 80 1 3 84




Mean 79.6 0.2 4.2 84
94.76% 0.23% 5.0%
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Table 5.21 Reflective Thinking: Questions 43-47: My ideal Learning Environment














43. Students would think 78 0 6 84
carefully about how they
learn.
92.85% 7.14%
44. Students would think 79 0 5 84
critically about their own
ideas.
94.04% 5.95%
45. Students would learn 75 1 8 84
to be skeptical. 89.28% 1.19% 9.52%




47. Students would think 78 1 5
critically about their own
understandings
92.85% 1.19% 5.95%
Mean 78 0.4 5.6 84
92.85% 0.47% 6.7 %
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Table 5.22 Authenticity of learning: Questions 48-52: My ideal Learning Environment














48. Students would find 78 1 5 84
that it reflects the
complexity of a real life
environment.
92.85% 1.19% 5.95%
49. Students would find 80 2 2 84









51. Students would find 82 0 2 84
that they are presented
with realistic tasks.
97.61% 2.38%
52. Students would need 79 0 5




Mean 79.8 0.6 3.6 84
95% 0.71% 4.28%
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Table 5.23 Complexity of the Learning Environment: Questions 53-57: My ideal
Learning Environment
Question	 Almost	 Don't	 Almost	 Total
Complexity of the Learning 	 always/ofte 	 Know	 never/
n/Environment	 Seldomsometi es 
53. Students would find it 	 81	 1 	 2 	 84
to be user friendly. 	 96.42% 	 1.19% 	 2.38%
54. Students would find it 	 79	 1	 4	 84
easy to navigate. 	 94.04% 	 1.19% 	 4.76%
55. Students would find 	 76 	 1 	 7	 84
that it makes them think. 	 90.47% 	 1.19% 	 8.33%
56. Students would find it 	 80 	 1 	 3 	 84
easy to use. 	 95.23%	 1.19%	 3.57%
57. Students would take 	 80 	 1 	 3	 84
only a short time to learn 	 95.23%	 1.19%	 3.57%
how to use the system. 
Mean 	 79.2	 1	 3.8	 84
94.28%	 1.19%	 4.52%
5.2.4 Analysis of CMLES Questions Contrasting Current (Actual) vs. Ideal
(Preferred) Courses
The CMLES survey summary table indicates that students prefer an environment where
they are active participants in the learning process. They believe that, through social
negotiation with fellow students, where they collectively conduct experiments and
negotiate meaning derived from those investigations, this interaction would facilitate
learning. The additional flexibility derived from inquiry learning where they design their
own methods of investigation, seems to indicate the desire to be active participants in
designing the learning environment, expressed by collectivist learning theorists.
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Table 5.24 Summary of CMLES results






















































94.28% 1.19% 4.52% +3.8%
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5.2.5 CMLES Questionnaire Results per Question
Table 5.25 CMLES Questionnaire data broken down by question and category
Mean of each question






Social Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13 3.381176
Negotiation 3.9176471 3.2 3.376471 3.247059 3.164706
Inquiry Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18 3.555294
Learning 3.8 3.517647 3.329412 3.352941 3.776471
Reflective Q19 Q20 Q21 Q22 Q23 3.649412
Thinking 3.482353 3.694118 3.6 3.8 3.670588
Authenticity Q24A Q24 Q25 Q26 Q27 3.782194
of Learning 3.675676 3.823529 3.764706 3.917647 3.729412
Complexity Q28 Q29 Q30 Q31 Q32 3.818824




Social Q33 Q34 Q35 Q36 Q37 3.898824
Negotiation 4.070588 3.952941 3.823529 3.776471 3.870588
Inquiry Q38 Q39 Q40 Q41 Q42 3.974118
Learning 3.941176 4 3.905882 3.894118 4.129412
Reflective Q43 Q44 Q45 Q46 Q47 4.061176
Thinking 4.035294 4.141176 3.729412 4.270588 4.129412
Authenticity Q48 Q49 Q50 Q51 Q52 4.16
of Learning 4.082353 4.164706 4.235294 4.270588 4.047059
Complexity Q53 Q54 Q55 Q56 Q57 4.317647
of learning 4.423529 4.364706 4.070588 4.4 4.329412
Environment
,A,lmQ :1 .A.t$va:~·'$ 
OMo<n 
S (In"It'~ ;; rrll:rs 
S",ld m 
.J!..Imo~l Never 








- - ---.#- - -:---- -- ~'-:~-:-:~---
Ideal Class 
Current Class 
Figure 5.3 CMLES student perceptions of ideal versus current class. 
The results from student's evaluation of current course learning environments 
versus their ideal, preferred, learning environments indicates a desire to enhance their 
participation and collaboration in all five areas; social negotiation, inquiry learning, 
reflective thinking, authenticity of learning and the complexity of the learning 
environment. This is consistent with findings by Maor (1999) (Maor & Fraser, 2000) who 
originally designed and validated the CMLES instrument (see section 4.3.3). Maor was 
studying "to what degree students and teachers perceive that their classroom environment 
involves students in negotiations, inquiry learning and reflective thinking." 
Questions 58-67, "analyzing the CUBE learning environment," that refers to the 
efficacy of integrating concepts spanning an entire discipline, indicates their belief that an 
integrated knowledge environment linking all their courses into a unified knowledge 
structure would enhance their comprehension of content areas. This validates hypothesis 
HI that "Students using an Integrated Knowledge Repository will have a more positive 
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perception of the learning process than those who use conventional single course teaching
paradigms."
5.3 Semantic Web Model Analysis
5.3.1 Background
The Semantic Web provides a common framework that allows data to be shared and
reused across application, enterprise, and community boundaries. It is a collaborative
effort led by W3C with participation from a large number of researchers and industrial
partners. It is based on the Resource Description Framework (RDF). (www.W3C.org )
The semantic theory provides an account of meaning in which the logical
connection of terms establishes interoperability between systems and heterogeneous data
sets. Each piece of data, and any link that connects pieces of data, are identified by a
unique name called a Universal Resource Identifier (URI). In the RDF scheme, two
pieces of information are connected and grouped together in a triplet to infer relationships
between concepts.
The ability to generate complex associations between objects provides the
potential to link and grow concepts beyond simple document retrieval. Evolving "concept
spaces visually indicate the relationships and important subsets of concepts, particularly
subsets that constitute ontological commitments for representing given phenomena.
These provide students with large-scale and even global views of the structure of concept
spaces." (Smith & Lee, 2004). These complex interrelationships can evolve through
input from students and faculty for a potentially richer learner environment.
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5.3.2 Semantic Data Collected
The CUBE knowledge repository is structured around a semantic web framework.
Students suggest semantic terms that are representative of concepts discussed in both
individual courses and terms that span the discipline (refer to Table 5.26).
Concepts Weights: Data collected/ Per Course
Links: (10-20 students/course) x (15 weeks/semester) x (3-7 links/topic) ~ 1,100
Voting/weights: Students vote on their top choices
(5 choices/topic) x (15weeks) x (10-20 students) ~1000
Total: Approximately 2100 data points collected per course
Table 5.26 Semantic Terms Suggested by Students
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5.3.3 Ranking / Voting (semantic terms, links and Relationships)
Once the links have been colleted, students evaluate links and vote/ rank their top five
choices. Following Bloom's Revised Taxonomy (Anderson, et al. 2001) students rank the
quality of the links/content in terms of three categories: Factual Knowledge, Conceptual
Knowledge and Procedural knowledge.
• Factual Knowledge: The basic elements students must know to be acquainted
with a discipline or solve problems in it.
o Knowledge of terminology technical vocabulary
• Conceptual Knowledge: The interrelationships among the basic elements within
a larger structure that enable them to function together.
o Knowledge of classifications and categories:
o Knowledge of principles and generalizations
o Knowledge of theories, models and structures
• Procedural Knowledge: How to do something, methods of inquiry, and criteria
for using skills, algorithms, techniques, and methods.
o Knowledge of subject-specific skills and algorithms:
o Knowledge of criteria for determining when to use appropriate
procedures
Table 5.27 Links and Rankings for CPT 435-Lecture 7: Composite Score of Factual, 
Conceptual & Procedural Knowledge Components 
" ," 
~Rankin"! ' / Votin ,Links (example) .' -
Course Links Ranking Factual Conceptual Procedural 
1-5 Knowledge Knowledge Knowledge 
CPT 435 • httrrllen.wikil2edia.or 1 67 74 73 
g/wiki/Cyclic redund 
ancy check 
Lecture 7 • htt12 :1 len. wikil2edia.or 2 63 65 65 
gLwikilPacket (infor 
mati on technology 
• httQ://en .wikiQedia. 3 69 53 64 
org/wikilParity: bit 
• httQ://comQuter.how 
stuffworks.com/gue 4 48 49 41 
stion525.htm 
• httQ://en.wikiQedia . 
org/wikilBit stuffing 5 22 14 21 
Concept Clustering (incorporating semantic ana lysis) 
The COBWEB data structw-e is a hierarchy (tree) wherein each node 
represents a given concept. Each object is a binary· valued property list 
The semantic terms, provided by and voted upon by students. The Highest 









Cbal)t~l' 18 CPr 435 
Topic: IP addJ'cssing and 
Broadcasting Scheme 
~o p(xlC2)= / [2/4, 3/4 114] =[ 5 .75 ,. 25 ] 
@ @ '. " S~mantic Tenns' , I .!E A(hh~ss Broadcast 
Addresses, Virtual, Internet f ~ 1 ~ l 
IP Addressing Scheme 
IP Address Hierarchy [ 0 ] 
Original Classes IP .-\(ldl'<'ss(>, f 0 ~ l 
Computing Class Address [ 0 0 ] 
Division Address Space [ 0 0 ] 
Authority Addresses 
Glassful Addressing Example [ 0 0 ] 
[ 0 0 ] 
Subnet Classless Addressing [ 0 0 ] 
Address Masks 
CIDR Address Block Example [ 0 0 ] 
SpeciallP A(\(h'(>ss~, f ~ ~ l 
NW Address 
Directed Broadcast Address [ 0 1 ] 
Limited Broadcast Address [ 0 1 ] 
Loop back Address [ ~ 0 ] 
Berkeley Broadcast Address Form f 1 ~ l 
~~~!e!~ _ ~!'_::\(!~~~~~~~~ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ ____ __________ ___ __ 
[4/ 18, 18/183/ 18] 
p (xl Cl)= 
C1 
=[.22 1.0 ,16 ] 
link highest ,"nk sub· group 
D~(imal Noralioll Hosts 
-[ 1 -1 o-r-} 
[ 1 0 ] C2 
[0 0 1 ] 
[ 0 0 ] 
link highest ronk sub.ruwp 
Figure 5.4 Concept clustering (incorporating semantic analysis). 
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The following is an example of the ranking output from the CUBE learning Environment. 
(1) Introduction 
(2) Network prog. and apps. 
(3) Transmission media 
(4) Local Asynch. comm. 
(5) Long-Dist. Carriers, modulation 
Figure 5.5 CUBE screen: each course has access to the rankings/ top 5 links. 
Week 1 coulSe syllabus link 
Week 2 
top 5 sites Excellent Very Good No Opinion Bad 
1 htto:/lcomouter.howSluffworks.com/comouter-memorv.hlm X 
2 htto:llwww.oatentstorm.us/oatenls/6332191-claims.html X 
3 htto:llarstechnica.com/articles/oaedialcou/core.ars/7 X 
4 httpJlwww.enQumd.edu/-nsw/ench250Inumber.htm. X 
5 tto:llen. ~ikioedia.oro/wiki/Grav codec X 
Week 3 
top 5 sites Excellent Very Good No Opinion Bad 
1 tto:llwww.iit.edu/-noahlanlindex ~er.htm l X 
2 htto:llaranlxa.ii.uam.es/-·laraFnvestioacion/ecomm/eleclronica/comb.hlml X 
3 htto:J/academic.eveJareen.edllmro·ectslbiophvsicsltechnolesIpIQQram/2s COmo. hIm X 
4 htto:llhvoerohvsics. ohv-astr.asu. edulhbase/eleclric/elevol. hlml X 
hllg :/lgublib . boulder. ibm . com/infoc~nterls¥stemsr.ndex. i sg? 
5 tooic=/com.ibm.aix.commadmn/doc!commadmndilal asvnch oarams oarilY.hlm X 
Week 4 
top 5 sites Excellent Very Good No OQinion Bad 
1 http://courseware.ee.calootv.l\du/-rsandiQe/KarnauQhExploral,blml X 
2 htto:llwww.cs.unb.calcourses/cs2813/slides/LCDF3 Chao 03 P1 .odf X 
3 htto:llnobelorize.om/educationa aames/oh sicsfintearated circuiUhistorvlindex. hlml X 
4 htto:/lsearchnelworkinQ.lechlamet.com/sDefinition/O .sid7 .Qci939061.00.hlml X 
5 ltto:llwww.kosec.freeuk.com/comoonenls/ic.hlm X 





The feedback from the students' impressions of the rankings was very positive.
The ability to explore additional material, which helps clarify the concepts covered,
appeared to empower them as active participants in the learning process. In addition, for
instructors who may have limited time to explore and add new course content, the
quality of the course would be richer with greater depth with the additional content
provided by the students. Regarding assisting students with homework, students added
links that provided graphical tools that allowed students to explore and understand the
problem solving process in greater depth than would normally occur.
The eventual goal of a true knowledge repository, for a particular discipline,
is for it to organically evolve and grow to the point where students, faulty and
researchers add to the content. Faculty devotes a great deal of time duplicating work and
tools that are already available at other universities. The challenge to keep materials
timely is an enormous task that often is not realized. The additional materials, links that
the students provided have substantially enhanced the quality of the course content by
incorporating tools found at other open source web sites. Maintaining state of the art
course material is essential to insure students are prepared for the rapidly evolving
technological environment.
The term "Concept Spaces" (Smith, Lee 2004) was defined as "the ability to
generate complex associations between objects provides the potential to link and grow
concepts beyond simple document retrieval. These evolving Concept Spaces visually
indicate the relationships and important subsets of concepts, particularly subsets that
constitute ontological commitments for representing given phenomena." These complex
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A number of Constructivist theorists, (Piaget, 1920) (Vygotsky, 1934) (Bruner, 1960)
(Jonassen, 1991), have postulated that knowledge formation is a dynamic process where
learners actively construct a representation of concepts, integrating information from
multiple sources. Realizing this elusive goal of developing a true constructivist learning
environment, has eluded researchers for the past century. During the past decade, a
number of theories and technologies have surfaced to facilitate these aspirations. The
ubiquitous World Wide Web that connects us in almost real time has facilitated
information exchange. Theories and data structures such as the Semantic-Web (Berners-
Lea, 2001) and the Resource Description framework (World Wide Web Consortium)
have provided the framework on which to build a truly interactive knowledge repository.
Most educational paradigms have followed a serial/sequential approach where the
connectivity of concepts, procedures, algorithms and accumulated knowledge that tie a
discipline together rely on students to make the philosophical leap; the "oho" moment,
where the clarity of interconnected nature of ideas eventually becomes apparent. In the
optimum scenario all students would eventually achieve this goal. However, from many
years of teaching experience, the majority of students absorb facts but not the tapestry
that interconnects them. This contribution is intended to provide the means, models and
tools which will allow students, from their earliest studies, to develop and explore these
conceptual threads that tie a discipline together. This was accomplished by taking
constructivist theories to the next level and developing a structure, several models, and a
prototype knowledge repository to facilitate knowledge formation spanning an entire
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discipline. Students in an introductory course were encouraged to explore more complex
concepts by traversing the concept maps. They may not initially fully comprehend the
complexities of the advanced concepts but are introduced to the underlying rationale of
the current information and where it would lead. This also provides a natural link
between instructors and courses where students know before entering a more advanced
topic why the next sequence is offered. This is quite possibly the underlying explanation
for the excellent results of this study. Students were initially shown the path in their
introductory courses and, when they eventually encountered more complex terrain in
more advanced courses, the rationale and purpose were immediately apparent.
The results of this research indicate the potential that integrated learning
environments have for improving both performance and knowledge comprehension. By
integrating course materials spanning a discipline, utilizing a web-based tool that allows
students to be active participants in constructing meaning. Constructivist Learning has
the potential for creating more engaging and effective learning environments. Students
utilizing the CUBE knowledge repository showed an average increase of 23.46 points in
test scores on a standardized exam over students taking the conventional single course
method. The exam consisted of a ten question multiple choice exam that covered
materials than evaluated procedural knowledge than spanned the last two years of the
curriculum. The improvement represented two and a half questions on that exam. The
combination of improved perceptions by the students of this approach and some
reasonable quantitative improvement in test scores seem to indicate the potential of this
approach.
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Cognitive Load Theory (Sweller, 1988) states that, "optimum learning occurs in
humans when the load on working memory is kept to a minimum to best facilitate the
changes in long term memory." He found that the format of instructional materials has a
direct effect on the performance of the learners using those materials. The visual
presentation medium of the knowledge repository has shown that, using Cognitive Load
Theory, the students believe that the aggregation of all course materials for a discipline in
a central location facilitates knowledge building, since they can easily navigate the
continuum of simple-to-complex factual and procedural knowledge relationships. In
addition, the knowledge maps facilitate this retention by showing all the complex links
between concepts.
Current teaching paradigms have not fully utilized the powerful computational
capabilities of the current technology. They have essentially automated the presentation
of the course materials but not radically changed the organization of the information
presented. The goal of this research was to incorporate the concepts laid out by the
Constructivist Learning Environment theories to engage students in truly collaborative
learning environments where they can explore and construct a unified vision of a content
area. The shared data repository appears to facilitate students' knowledge integration by
having them navigate through collaborative scenarios that integrate the knowledge of an
entire discipline. This research seems to provide promising indications that the nature of
on-line instruction can evolve to a higher level of interactive and collaborative learning.
In addition, by aggregating the knowledge of an entire discipline into a reusable core
database that weights and organizes a discipline's data according to its importance, we
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can provide students with a better understanding of the cohesion of thought and processes
that ties a discipline together.
What wasn't apparent before this study was that there could be a quantifiable
increase in understanding of a discipline by students if they had access to more advanced
concepts and topics at the earliest level of instruction. The ability to visualize and
explore the entire discipline, even without full comprehension of all details of the more
complex concepts, facilitated better understanding of their current level of study. By
knowing the purpose and direction of their current studies, rather than at the end of their
studies in a terminal course, but reinforced all along the way, students didn't need the
"aha" moment; They could visualize the roadmap at the outset and could traverse familiar
well-defined pathways, reinforcing the cohesion of ideas and ensuring an integrated view
of the discipline.
The limitations of this research, which was conducted during the course of two
years, covering four courses in Computer Technology, were that the research focused on
one discipline and included only a subset of all the course content of that discipline. An
expanded study would compare and contrast outcomes in several disciplines such as
Liberal Arts, Basic Sciences, and Engineering. In addition, every significant course in
that field of study, including basic core courses could be integrated into the knowledge
base for a more complete understanding of benefits and limitations that underlie this
research.
This research has shown promising indications that integrating concepts across a
discipline will yield individuals with a better understanding of the cohesion of concepts
that interconnect a field of study. There are several areas of future research that could be
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explored to create a knowledge repository that truly spans a discipline. By integrating
this knowledge repository across multiple disciplines in a university, students could
develop a better understanding of the linkages between all the complementary fields of
study. In addition, by expanding the scope of these knowledge repositories to several
universities and then to the discipline as a whole, the scope of the integrated knowledge
repository would truly represent the depth and complexity of the entire field. Eventually,
a global interconnected knowledge repository could encompass all fields. There is
currently a compartmentalized view of information. Lessons learned from one field often
slowly propagate to others. Knowledge in one field doesn't always quickly migrate to
others. The hope is that by creating integrated knowledge repositories, not only will
educational paradigms evolve but boundaries between disciplines will diminish.
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APPENDIX A
CONSTRUCTIVIST MULTIMEDIA LEARNING SURVEY (CMLES)
The Constructivist Multimedia Learning Environment Survey (CMLES) is
designed to assess students and teachers perceptions on their constructivist
learning environment while they interacted with multimedia programs. In
particular, the CMLES examined to what degree students and teachers perceive
that their classroom environment involves students in negotiations, inquiry
learning and reflective thinking.
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Knowledge Repository Research Questionnaire Ver 2
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Knowledge Repository Research Questionnaire Ver 2
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Knowledge Repository Research Questionnaire Ver 2
Knowledge Repository Survey
Directions
-There are for sets of questions. The first se: asks for demographic information. The second set asks for 'Our
opinion at 	 '■.our experiences with courses that you have taken. The third set is to be answered eased o,r 'your
expectations for the most degrate :earning environment. Final!y, the fourth set of questions relates to the new
system (Knowledge Repository) that you have just tested. There are no right or wrong answers. Your answers will
not affect your class grace. Your opinion is what is wanted. Thank you very much for your kind assistance.
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Knowledge Repository Research Questionnaire Ver 2
to be answered only by faculty,
Evalution of the Knowledge Repository aggregation approach to teaching courses
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Knowledge Repository Research Questionnaire Ver 2
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Knowled • e Re • • Ito Research • Questionnalre Ver 2
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Knowledge Repository Research Questionnaire Ver 2
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Knowledge Repository Research Questionnaire ver 2
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Knowledge Repository Research Questionnaire Ver 2
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Knowledge Repository Research Questionnaire ver 2
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Knowledge Repository Research Questionnaire Ver 2
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APPENDIX B
INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD (IRB) APPROVAL
This is the application for approval of a research project that was submitted to c the
Institutional Review Board of New Jersey Institute of Technology. Approval was
granted on October 26, 2007.
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NJIT NEW JERSEY I INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Institutional Review Board: IBIS FWA 00003246
Notice of Approval
IRB Protocol Number: El 06-01
Principal Investigators: 	 David Lubliner and George Widmeyer
Information Systems
Tide: 	 Collaborative Learning Utilizing a Shared Data Repository
Spanning Multiple Courses to Enhance Learning Outcomes in
Asynchronous Learning EDVISMITIMLIS
Performance Silejs): MIT 	 Sponsor Protocol NUM her iiraNskciti,ky
Type of Review : 	 FULL 	 EXPEDITED I X I
Type of Approval: 	 NEW I X I 	 RENEWAL I I 	 REVISION I I
Approval Date: Oe [ober 26, 21/07 	 EApiration Date October 25. 2004
I. ADVERSE EVENTS: Atyt adverse even psi or unexpected eventtsi that occur in
conjunction with this study must he ri.tported to the IRB Office immediately 973)
642 - Thit)
2. RENEWAL: Appnr, al is valid until the eviralion date on the protocol You arc
required to apply to the IRIS for a renewal prior to your expiration date fat as long
as the sill& i.s active. It is Your responsibility to ensure that you submit the
renewal in a timely mail:ter
3. CONSENT: All subjects most rez.eive Il CGS?} of the consent form as submitted.
Copies of the signed ctinsent forms must he kept on file with the principal
investigator
4. SUBJECTS: Number of subjects approved
5. The investigatorts) did rutt participate in the review. discussion. or vote of this
protocol
6. APPROVAL IS GRANTED ON TIIE CONDITION THAT ANN"
DEVIATION FROM Tilt PROTOCOL WILL BE St BMITTED, IN
WRITING, TO THE IRB FOR SEPARATE REVIEW AND APPROVAL.
	Dawn Hall Apgar, PhD.. LSW. ACSW. Chair ERB	 October 26. 20)7
Institutional Review Board: HHS FWA 00003246
Notice of Approval
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KIT NEW JERSEY INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Institutional Review Board: BUS FWA 00003246
Notice of ApprovaI
IRB Protocol Number: E105-01
Principal Investigators 	 David Lill)liner and George Widmeyer
Information 	 Systems
Collaborative Learning Utilizing a Shared Data Repository
Spanning Multiple Courses lo Enhance Learning Outcomes in
Asynchlromous Learning Environments
Performance 	 NJIT 	 Sponsor Protocol Number iii,IpplicabLk
Type of Review : 	 FULL j 	 EXPEDITED
Type of Approk al: NEW X 	 RENEWAL I I 	 REVISION I
Approval Date: October 26. 2607 	 ETU-at:on Date October 25, 260/1
I .ADVERSE EVENTS: Auk adverse everoisi or unexpected in. C11:1,ti I that occur in
conjunction with this study must he ftmorted to the IRIJ Office immediately p..1731
642-76 16
2. RENEWAL: Approval is valid until the expiration date on the protocol You are
TOW] i rvd to apply to the [RD for a renewal prior to your expiration date arras long
as the study is active. It is your responsibility to ensure that you submit the
renewal in a timely nnumer
3. CONSENT: AU subjects must receive a cop!, of the consent form as submitted.
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protocol.
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1. How would you describe the presentation of multiple courses/content (notes) in one
central location?
2. How would you judge the benefits of the preview page that shows you a graphical
overview of the course content?
3. How would you evaluate the screen layout using a cube to represent multiple
courses?
4. How would you describe the user interface: Is it easy to understand how to use the
system?
5. What do you think of the "knowledge map" that links ideas across multiple courses
(finding how concepts evolve from one course to another)?
6. How would you evaluate the knowledge repository approach of aggregating




1. How would you describe the presentation of multiple courses/content (notes) in one
central location?
la.Follow up question
Do you believe the new system will help you learn the material any better.
2. How would you judge the benefits of the preview page that shows you a graphical
overview of the course content?
2a.Follow up question
Do you think it helps a student understand or see what is going?
on in the course better or worst than the standard text only
course outline.
3. How would you evaluate the screen layout using the cube to represent multiple
courses?
3a. Follow up question
Can you think of a better way of representing multiple courses?
4. How would you describe the user interface: Is it easy to understand how to use the
system?
4a.Follow up question
Is there anything specific you did not like about how the screen is set-up?
5. What do you think of the "knowledge map" that links ideas across multiple courses
(finding how concepts evolve from one course to another)?
5a.Follow up question
What do you think of the 2D version vs. the 3D version? Better or worse: should
you have both?
5b.Follow up question
Do you prefer the 3D version, and maybe larger hiding 2D version?
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5c.Follow up question
What do you think of this knowledge map? Will it help you learn and understand
what is going on in the courses? Will it be better or worse?
6. How would you evaluate the knowledge repository approach of aggregating
(combining all the courses notes and links between ideas in one central location
(web page)?
6a.Follow up question
Do you think the idea of teaching courses differently, where you have all of the
information of multiple courses available to you, is a better or worse way of
presenting the information?
APPENDIX E
SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW TESTING GUIDE
The following testing guide was provided to all students participating in the semi-
structured interviews to ensure replicability of the results.
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(The items in red are changes that were made between the pretest and fmal versions) 
Knowledge Repository Learning System 
(The blue colors are usually things you need to try) 
Step 1: go to link 
(KL must be upper case) 
~
http://bbnetwork.lljit.eduIKL42.php 
Click the button for CPT 493 outline 
Step 3: Identify several items on the 
screen 
• First look at the box 
labeled course outline 
CPT 493 . 
• Use the scroll bar at 
right to look at the course 
outline 
Every time you select a course 
outline for a different course a 
new course outline will be 
loaded 
l\{od # 
(1) Emergence of the discipline 
(2) Biomedical Data: Acquisition 
and storage HW (questions 2,3,5 pg 
(3) Biomedical Decision Making 
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Step 4 
There are two knowledge maps: 2D 
and 3D views. 
• All the icons (pictures) when 
you move the mouse over 
them they describe the 
information they represent. 
Try them 
Step 5 
Shows how concepts across multiple 
courses are linked 
• Each of the boxes represents 
concepts discussed in the 
course. 
• For example the box with a 2 
ceJJ in the column under 
CPT 310 is a view graph of 
a slide in week 2(module 2) 
• Click on it and a view graph 
will 
Step 6: 
This is a 3D representation of how 
courses concepts are linked across 
multiple courses. 
• All the links can be selected 
and work showing course 
slides that illustrate a 
concept. 
• Try clicking on a few links 
Step 7A: 




A window will popup. This is a 
graphical summary of the lectures. It 
takes one slide from each module to 
give you an over view of the course. 
Step 8A: 
-Select (click on) at least one course 
module, which is a complete course 
lecture. A popup window will appear 
Step 8B: 
-Expand the lecture window to full 
screen. 
-Use the right arrow key or page 
down to step through the lectures. 
-Then close the popup window using 
the red X in the right hand corner 
Favorites ~ - . -.-~-
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Step 9: 
-You are finished with the testing 
phase. 
-Select the Questionnaire link in 
bottom right hand corner. 
-This will take you to an on line 
questionnaire (about 1 minute to load) 
-Please fill out the questionnaire. 
-This will only take a few minutes to 
answer 
- If you have any trouble ask the 
instructor there 
Step 10: You are finished. 
Thank You for your help. 
-You are impOliant in helping 
us improve how courses are 
taught. 
- and one of the first people to 
use a potentially new system to 




TRANSCRIPTS OF SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS






[ ] = Learner behavior
( ) = Observer interpretation
Color coding:
• I used blue for learner's responses. It was easier to quickly scan and get a feeling
for his perceptions.
• I used red to indicate skipped questions. Usually items we had already covered in
previous questions.
Probing: 
I indented all follow up, probing questions, so I could identify areas I needed
more clarification.
Italics: 
All questions that were asked are italicized and numbered in bold for easy
identification.
Dl: Pretest Questionnaire: E. K. 
Perceived Usefulness (main features section, questions 1,2) 
0 = (Question 1): How would you describe the presentation of multiple courses/content
(notes) in one central location?
L 1: I think it's very useful to see everything in one central location, because it's very
useful to see everything in one place, you wouldn't get confused looking for any
particular course name. It is all here for you on the same page to look up anything you
would want to look for.
0 = (probing a point he made by asking a follow up question):
(Question la:) Did it help you learn the material any better?
L 1 : I think so, it'll be faster, better, and helpful in many ways. Actually this
website is something I have never seen before; everything is here for you, all of
the course names, modules, etc.
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0= (Question 2): How would you judge the benefits of the preview page that shows you a
graphical overview of the course content?
L1: I think preview page is just a great way of looking up what the each course is all
about for that semester, from the first week of the semester till the fifteenth week of the
semester. If a student has any questions for any type of course, he/she can go to preview
page to see what it'll be expected in each lecture from module one till module fifteenth.
Again, I think it is a great way of showing what the each course is all about.
Perceived Ease of Use (main features section, questions 3,4)
0 = (Question 3): How would you evaluate the screen layout using the cube to represent
multiple courses?
Li: Cubes are a really good way of showing all of the course information listed under
each different course name for students to have an easy access to any information they
want in a very quick and unique way.
0 = (Question 4): How would you describe the user interface: Is it easy to understand
how to use the system?
L I : Yes, it is very easy to understand how to use the system, knowledge maps really help
you as well as 2D and 3D representation of threads help you how to navigate the page as
well as the outlines and preview, and looks really good.
Usefulness of the Knowledge Repository (main features section, questions 5,6)
0 = (Question 5): What do you think of the "knowledge map" that links ideas across
multiple courses (finding how concepts evolve from one course to another)?
L I: I think it's a good way of showing with the arrows what is important and what is not.
And the color coding helps you to decide and then you can easily go back and forth to
find out information from any particular course.
O = (probing a point he made by asking a follow up question):
(Question 5a): What do you think of the 2D version vs the 3D version. Better or
worst should you have both?
L I : I think both versions are a good idea, but 3D has an advantage over 2D,
because it shows you a lot more clear, also color coded better then 2D
representation.
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0 = (Question 6): How would you evaluate the knowledge repository approach of
aggregating (combining all the courses notes and links between ideas in one central
location (web page)?
L1: As technology moves on, this is a great way of teaching the computer technology
programs, it is a lot more easier, convenient, faster and helpful compared to other
computer technology websites that I have seen before. This is an excellent technology
website and I hope it'll be very useful to all of computer technology major students.
D2: Final Questionnaire: M. M. 
Perceived Usefulness (main features section, questions 1,2) 
0 = (Question 1): How would you describe the presentation of multiple courses/content
(notes) in one central location?
L2 = The idea is good. Put all of the information into one central database. We can
access it any time we want anywhere you are in the world. It's a good way to refresh your
memory if you want to go back to a class you have taken year or two years ago. The idea
is really good.
0 = (probing a point he made by asking a follow up question):
(Question la:) Did it help you learn the material any better?
L2	 It all depends on the student. The information is there but if he/she doesn't
want to learn it that his/hers problem. So basically it's the student's responsibility
to learn it. If he/she doesn't want to learn nobody can force them to it.
0= (Question 2): How would you judge the benefits of the preview page that shows you a
graphical overview of the course content?
L2 = Preview page to me it's a good idea. It shows me a minimal idea of what we gone
cover in each module/week so I can have a better understanding of what we gone learn.
0 = (probing a point he made by asking a follow up question):
(Question 2a):Do you think it helps a student understand or see what is
going on in the course better or worse than the standard text course
outline.
L2 = It probably will help because you will be able to see basically ahead what
you gone learn so you can researched ahead before the class starts. That's an
advantage for the student.
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Perceived Ease of Use (main features section, questions 3,4)
0 = (Question 3): How would you evaluate the screen layout using the cube to represent
multiple courses?
L2 = The layout I like. What I would suggest maybe not now but later the webpage, when
it looks to automatically fit the screen size resolutions. I would do this for both Pc and
portable devices. That would probably be the only thing I would change. Other then that
to me it looks good.
0 = (probing a point he made by asking a follow up question):
= (Question 3a) Can you think of a better way of representing multiple
courses?
L2 = I think the way it's done now its shows multiple layers its goes form layer 1
to layer 2. So it gives more in depth information.
O = (Question 4): How would you describe the user interface: Is it easy to understand
how to use the system?
L2 = At first it may be hard for the student to use, but one you use it's not hard. It pretty
easy to understand but it will time a couple of tries to get used to it.
0 = (probing a point he made by asking a follow up question):
(Question 4a): Is there anything is specific you did not like about how the
screen is set-up?
L2 = If the screen was bigger it would be much better. If the resolutions are low
you really not see the whole thing. Other then that the layout is laid out perfectly.
Usefulness of the Knowledge Repository (main features section, Questions 5,6)
O = (Question 5): What do you think of the "knowledge map" that links ideas across
multiple courses (finding how concepts evolve from one course to another)?
L2 = To me that's a helpful hint. Let's say you don't know something it shows you
exactly where to go to get information on it. It shows you where you are now and where
you have to go later. That a good idea.
0 = (probing a point he made by asking a follow up question):
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(Question 5a): What do you think of the 2D version vs the 3D version. Better or
worst should you have both?
L2 = What I would do is to hind the 2D. I would probably have a button to show
the 2D. To me it doesn't not matter 2D or 3D. 3D to me looks much better then
2D. 3D is more graphical then 2D. 2D has more text. For me 2D and 3D would
work fine.
0 = (probing a point he made by asking a follow up question):
(Question 5b): Do you prefer the 3D version, and maybe hiding the 2D
version?
L2 = I prefer 3D version better. We should have settings section for each user.
For example when each user logs-in they can select from a list of items what they
want to see on their screen. This is one possibility.
0 = (probing a point he made by asking a follow up question):
(Question 5c)What do you think if this knowledge map. Will it
help you learn and understand what is going on in the courses?
Will it be better or worst?
L2 = It shows what is the most important, how much, what you need to
know more then the other classes, so you can get a better understanding of
the class. Everything is there but if the student doesn't want to learn it
nobody can help them.
0 = (Question 6): How would you evaluate the knowledge repository approach of
aggregating (combining all the courses notes and links between ideas in one central
location (web page)?
L2 = Have small groups in which they try the web-site. Also ask them questions based on
the web-site to see what they think of it. From here see what they have answered, and
maybe down the line where the web-site needs to get expanded then try to improve it
based on the answers from the questions.
0 = (probing a point he made by asking a follow up question):
(Question 6a): Do you think the idea of teaching courses
differently where you have all of the information of multiple
courses available to you is better or worse way of presenting the
information.
L2 = It's a good idea. You have the information in one spot. You don't
need to go from site to site because you have all of the information in one
central station where everything is there for you.
APPENDIX G
FOCUS GROUP TRANSCRIPTS





Thoughts & ideas about designing a Computer Technology web site for NJIT.
	
1.	 First of all, before looking at anything in particular on the website, I would like to
mention that the user interface looks very unique compared to other universities computer
technology websites. As soon as I look at the website, the way it's designed as in
coloring, organization, color coding, instructions, course names, over all the website
gives me a good idea on what to look for when I want to find or look for something.
• What I like on user interface is it is very clear what you're looking at, no
confusion. Clicking the index buttons to bring the information out for each
different course for a better view is a great future.
• Knowledge map (local) is good, helpful information provided on the website to
tell students what really is important as well as what is least important. Arrows
and Stars really help you to visualize and makes it easy to see important and non-
important features of this website, as well as the given percentages of course.
• Knowledge map (global) is also very helpful for students to follow course
information, because it is designed by matching colors and showing of arrows to
follow the right path in order to get to the course information any student would
like to see.
	
2.	 If I were to build this webpage for my BS degree, I would still do something
unique like Professor Lubliner is doing. It would really have to be attractive, I would use
knowledge maps in order to clear any confusion on the website.
• I would not like the course outline display screen, I would either get rid of that or
make it look better in design.
	
3.	 You can go into more depth of any course provided within the website. On the
select a course column you can click the Review button, and open up the power point
slide to see all of the modules are listed for that particular course in a semester. It is easy
to preview what you will be doing for that course from week one to end within only one
page, very convenient and straight forward process.
Note: On the user interface, if it was me, I would replace the Review button with a
Preview button, since it makes more sense about what it is doing.
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	4.	 Yes, video clips are very useful to have, where it's necessary on power point
slides, I think this is a really good idea since not everyone understands the material
verbally, watching the video clips could really be useful and helpful for students to
understand the material. Some of students could be good in verbal some could be better
in visual so again this is such a good idea to have.
• Video clips on portable devices could be a problem, because you would need an
internet connection to play the video clips, since most portable computers are
connected to the internet via wireless LAN, depending on your connection to a
wireless network you might have some difficulty running the video clips.
• Another thing that caught my attention while looking at the video links on power
point slides that they are not noticeable and could be presented in a better way to
attract more attention.
	
5.	 My feelings about organizing information is easier then teaching a particular
course, because in organizing, information is already there for you to put it in its
organized way, like in categories, shape, subject, etc.
• Both the organization and teaching of information that are posted on the
Computer Technology website are so far very educational and needed
information, including the way the web page designed, power point
information as well as video clips.
	
6.	 The general screen lay out is good, except some little wording problems I have
mentioned before as Review needs to be changed to Preview.
• Also the CPT 310 course information is missing the arrows, and back
button. The course outline display section could be designed in color and
in more fashionable way to attract attention and be able to see well.
• Over all the visual set up I like, except the parts I have mentioned I didn't
and thought it could be better design.
• For the course outline display section, you could have a colorful
background, maybe a picture and put the writing on top of it with a
reasonable coloring.
	
7.	 I think video tutorials are better way of showing vs. text tutorial because,
showing a video about a particular subject and visualizing it is always better then seeing
it in text. In video tutorials seeing and hearing the information helps you better in
understanding the material.
	
8.	 Connecting things from course to course is important and useful. One information
could always relate refer to or could be about information in another course. Information




1) What would I change if I were to agitate the website?
As far as the layout is concered first I would change the grid background to
maybe a more simplifed one for it maybe a plain page with the NJIT logo or
something related to Computer Technology like a light contrasted circuit board.
By expanding the size of the layout, the modules of the webpage could be
efficiently utilized and there would be room for expansion.
2) Likes and dislikes about the site so far.
One dislike about the site so far is a few of the navigation features such as the
'cube access'. When a second cube is 'outlined', it should automatically retract to
its 'home' but instead the user would have to manually press 'back' to retract it.
One thing I do like about the website so far is the fact that all the access that one
would need is located on one page. There is no need to roam through various
pages to make use of the webpage
3) Is the use of video clips a bad idea or not?
The use of video clips is actually a great idea. As far as teaching, it can really help a
number of students who aren't able to grasp certain concepts by the use of lecture notes
alone. Some students prefer to visually note ideas much easier than others. So the use of
video clips definately is of great use to a good number of audiences. I personallyfind it
more intriguing.
4) Organizing info.
The availability of all the info on this site will greatly benefit a student who is looking for
links to all his/her related course work that they have taken (or looking to take) during
their time here at NJIT. Rather than going to a few classes early in the semester only to
realize that that certain class is not for them, the availability of
the course notes will help them decide whether to register or not. It also assists students if
they need access to notes for studying.
5) Comments about the UI.
While the UI is structured, some may not find it very user-friendly. I think that just
simply zooming the page to fit the entire browser window, navigation can be greatly
improved. With the larger size the modules on the page can have their own area to
distinguish itself This change will greatly enhance the site with minor changes to the
modules.
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6) Opinions about the video tutorial showing users on how to make use
of the system.
The video tutorial on the website is a great idea as there may be some students who will
have difficulty with the navigation part. One suggestion that I would say is that maybe
categorize the tutorial into
2) Participant 3: 
3) M.M.
1. If you were to design a website to organize all courses information for B.S degree,
what would you put in there that would be useful?





E. Place to exchange information between classmates
F. Add links to external information
G. Links to other classes when additional notes are needed
H. A search engine to find the information quicker and more precise to the point we
want it.
These are just a couple of things I would use if I was to design a system for students.
2. Is there anything on the user Interface that does not make sense and what you like and
dislike and what might me changed?
I really would not change a lot on the interface. Maybe what I would change
would be to change the course outline, to a more and useful interface. Other then that to
me the interface looks fine. Maybe when the system goes fully into action then the
interface can be changed, because there will be more options on the web-site to choose
from.
3. How do you like the idea of having a review of all lectures into a review slide?
I personally like the idea of having a review, because I would be able to see what
material I will need to know, and what I will learn when I take that class. The review can
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also serve as a reference review when we forget something and want to go back and
review that material. Instead of going through the entire lecture material notes the
material can be found in the review section. The idea of the review section is a really
good and it will be useful in the system.
4. Are video clips are good idea or is it not?
Video clips are really useful in any website. They give another perspective on a
particular subject. Some students learn the material faster through video clips rather the
from lectures/notes. Video clips give more visual and sound effects compared to notes.
5. Is a video clip a good idea to be used on portable devices?
Since technology is so advanced video clips can be viewed on portable devices.
People are on the go all the time and having the ability to see the data on portable devices
is a great way to view it. Maybe the quality is not the best as on a regular PC. The fact
has to do with the connection. A lan connection is faster than a wi-fi connections.
Portable devices now can view different format of video.
6. What should be a logo to show that it's a video clip?
I am enclosing a couple of sample video clip logos
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7. You're feeling about organizing/teaching, so you can get more out of it?
Organizing information into one useful system is great. Since I am paying money
for my education I want to have access to everything to help me pass and get my degree.
If I don't get something when the teacher explains it I can always go and see the
information on the web-site. Either read the notes material again or watch some video
clips, which will sink into my head. Information that is organized will help the student
more that information that is thrown on the web-site.
8. Do you think a video tutorial is a good way to explain the system?
To me a Video tutorial is a good way to explain the system to a user. A video
tutorial will show step by step explanation, because not every user grasps the information
as quick as another user might. A video Tutorial will also show the user where to find
information from the classes that were taken back in the years. It will also show the user
where to go to get information on classes that the user will want to take in the future.
9. Do you like the idea of having links which connect to other useful piece of
information?
The idea of having links to other information is really useful and sometimes
crucial during the 4 years of college. Everyone cannot remembers everything and having
links to information that was covered in the earlier years will give the students a way to
refresh their mind and also give the student a better idea on how to maybe finished their
homework or study for a test.
Participant 4:
B.V.
1.) If I were going to design and use a website to aggregate all course information for
your BS degree what would I do?
I would include all the information pertaining to the courses making it accessible
to the user. How I would layout the user interface I'm not sure of.
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2.) General screen layout the pro's and con's for user interface based on what is seen. 
Con's I've had a few problems with the site itself the frame sometimes don't
seem to be aligned they will shift over and cover other parts of the site. It was fixed
simply refreshing the website. It just may be the resolution on my system.
Pros's Very easy to use interface well thought out easy to navigate. The pop-up
widows for accessing the power point slides works well because of the ability to resize
them. You can access multiple power points and have those all displayed at once.
3.) Do I think a video tutorial to show you how to use everything would work vs. text
tutorial?
I think that a video tutorial would be better than just a simple text tutorial. It isn't
something that is done often and will make understanding the site a lot easier for
everyone. I would personal use a voice over on it with the text he scrolls the screen.
4.) My feeling about organizing information and teaching so I can learn more. 
All the course information being accessible from one place using a very easy to
use user interface containing connections from previous and future courses. It would
make it easier to study for exams using the knowledge map then being able to use the
pop-up widows to open multiple power points.
5.) Layout information for course what do you need? Quick look at course information
snapshot about course (Review) change to preview. 
I like the idea of the review function it gives a good overview of what contained.
It shows more than a course outline as long as the professor places important information
from the course in the function it should be very helpful to students looking over courses.
6.) What do I think about having things connected from course to course? 
The course connection features could be one of the best features. As long it
functional and easy to understand well thought out and implemented. This feature still
not useable but I would like to see this function to give better input.
APPENDIX H
HICCS 2008 PAPER: DISSERTATION RESEARCH
The following paper, relating to this research, was presented at the 41 St Hawaii
International Conference on System Sciences.
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The following questions encompassed the quantitative exam designed to test participants
level of knowledge about the content as it was presented using either conventional
teaching methods or the CUBE System.
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Questions (CASE Study): Circle the correct answer
Check the courses you have completed
Check box if you used the CUBE online tutorial
Check the box if you are not a CPT Major 	 IF checked type in Major
1)How much faster/slower are disk drives than solid state memory?
2) Where is L2 cache located?
3) What type of CPU uses L3 Cache?
4) Why are L2 and L3 cache used?
5)Why is the Brach prediction unit used?
6)How much time does the BPU save over CPU's without this feature?
7)What is the purpose of pipelines?
8)Whose pipeline is longer?
9) What is the process of making CPU's on a Chip?
187
10) What are the current sizes of templates used for making microprocessors?
APPENDIX J
SEMANTIC WEB / RANKINGS
•Definition: "The Semantic Web provides a common framework that allows data to be
shared and reused across application,  enterprise, and community boundaries. It is a
collaborative effort led by W3C with participation from a large number of researchers
and industrial partners. It is based on the Resource Description Framework (RDF).
• The semantic web is composed of a set of design principles XML Schema,
RDF(Resource Description Language ), OWL(Web Ontology Language ) and working
groups, a group of experts in a particular field. (An ontology  is a representation of a set of
concepts within a domain and the relationships between those concepts: they include
classes, attributes, and relationships)
• The goal is to generate a concept space to facilitate the standardization of terms relevant
to a knowledge domain.
188
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•Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a family of World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) specifications.
•The RDF metadata model is based on the concept of making statements about Web
resources in the form of subject-predicate-object expressions, called triples
•Utilizing the W3C RDF Vocabulary Description Language RDF Schema this research
will utilize a subset to develop a vocabulary and triples for the Computer Technology
courses utilized in this research that can then be extended to create a concept space
utilized by other programs.
RDF Properties (utilized) W3C RDF Schema
Property Name Comment Domain Range
rdfs:label human-readable name for
the subject.
rdfs:Resource rdfs:Literal
rdfs:domain A domain of the subject
property
rdf:Property rdfs:Class
rdf:subject The subject of the subject
RDF statement
rdf:Statement rdfs:Resource
rdf:predicate The predicate of the
subject RDF statement.
rdf:Statement rdfs:Resource




•Students generate links associated with semantic term associated to the lectures.
•Students vote on their perception of the content of each link based on several
categories( based on Blooms Revised Taxonomy)




ual l knowledge (Algorithms and skills)
(relationships.p r
•They are clustered using concept clustering for each generated class
using a COBWEB data structure where each node represents the top five
highest ranked composite score.
190
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SAS RESULTS UTILIZED IN CHAPTER 5
The following tables and graphs were generated by SAS software, version 9.1, and
represent the complete data analysis that were summarized in Chapter 5.
195
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SAS 9.1 analysis of: CMLES Presentation Questions 58-61 
22 
18 22.22 40 
7 8.64 47 
2 2.47 49 
32 39.51 81 




25 30.86 81 
··:'::"'~l~·· .. ---!.. '. • ",.:.~_.~: 
; i::: ~,;.:"~.'>/' cu~~iail~;' CU~iJlatiY\l 
.Freq~ency : ferC~i1( Fre,qiie.ncy' ·· . ~ percen.! 
26 32.10 26 32.10 
19 23.46 45 55.56 
5 6.17 50 61.73 
1.23 51 62.96 
30 37.04 81 100.00 
QQ1 .' 
, '-.. .. - :-~. :-:~... ... _. .'.. . """ 
;.~. . ':, ,,;:, ':, ~ '''; Yt:tjIriLilitti~~' :, G~ui~ih,~ . 
. ··t~equency , R:~':cel1f J~:~requency, ; " .. " pe.i~t. 
. .-' .. .,.;. '." .".",.' 
21 25.93 21 25.93 
27 33.33 48 59.26 
3 3.70 51 62.96 
1.23 52 64.20 
27 33.33 79 97.53 
2 2.47 81 100.00 
SAS 9.1 analysis of: CMLES Content Integration Questions 62-67: 
=..,,-' 
99o!f 
. ;-.,-. }; .. 
nQ lipimon 
~ ... ;:-~ _ -. <. • -' _ : .... '" 




14 17.28 46 
3 3.70 49 60.49 
32 39.51 81 100.00 
' .. - .... - ' .. -, . ~ . 
.' .; ;.';' :;"~h""· ~~q~ulativ~.[ CuinUI~~~7 
Fre.quency Pe!.c~nt : .Frequ.!mcy ,. 'p'er~e~, 
31 38.27 31 38.27 
15 18.52 46 56.79 
7 8.64 53 65.43 




-'<':~::Y: :i~mU'i!~~e': ~~~ti~u~~: 
( PerC!i!,f '.Frequefiq ' .'; perc<!.~t 
26 32.10 26 32.10 
13 16.05 39 48.15 
6 7.41 45 55.56 
1.23 46 56.79 
35 43.21 81 100.00 
. ~. cu~uiativ~ ::iUinU,~tive 
,Pereant:" F~equenCY 1. 'Pefge~t 
27 33.33 
12 14.81 39 48.15 
8.64 46 56.79 
1.23 47 58.02 
2.47 49 60.49 
32 39.51 81 100.00 
• SAS 9.1 analysis of: CMLES Social Negotiation: Questions (9-13) 
14.12 12 14.12 
4 4.71 37 7.06 1B 21.18 
2 2.35 39 5.BB 23 27.06 
24 2824 63 27 31.76 50 58.82 
2 2.35 65 7 8.24 57 67.06 
4 4.71 19 3.53 19 22.35 
1.18 20 4 4.71 23 27.06 
24 28.24 44 1B 21.1B 41 48.24 
11 12.94 55 11 12.94 52 61.18 
30 35.29 85 33 38.82 85 100.00 
198 
" -.:\ 
OftIi1JJ .' 24 28.24 43 50.59 
' S~ld~m :' 11 12.94 54 63.53 
,-';'.' ,:·'d.~ ~ : 
SometimeS 31 36.47 85 100.00 
• SAS 9.1 analysis of: CMLES Inquiry Learning Questions (14-18) 
'. '. ~" . '. 
tUIl1~lati~/ 
Pl\reent 
22 20 23.53 
24 24 28.24 
25 26 30.59 
59 51 60.00 
62 58 68.24 
85 85 100.00 
percerif ' 
~ ~. ,!"-. 
12 15 17.65 15 17.65 
4 4.71 16 5 5.88 20 23.53 
2 2.35 18 3 3.53 23 27.06 
28 32.94 46 28 32.94 51 60.00 
10 11.76 56 9.41 59 69.41 
29 34.12 85 26 30.59 85 100.00 
27 31.76 
5 5.88 32 37.65 
1.18 33 38.82 
29 34.12 62 72.94 
4 4.71 66 77.65 
19 22.35 85 100.00 
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, Cumu,lative Cumulative 




60 71 ,43 
66 78,57 
84 100,00 
SAS 9.1 analysis of: CMLES Authenticity of Learning Questions (24A-27): 
,Q24 Q25 





Q24, .), .. ~. Percent 'Fre~uency " ' . Percent Fr~quency '., :per~nt 
.AI~'tsi" jUways 24 28.57 24 28,57 24 28,57 24 28.57 
h .. -Almoiit Ni(ver 1,19 25 29,76 2 2,38 26 30,95 
O~~~Know 1,19 26 30,95 2 2,38 28 33,33 
33 39.29 59 70,24 35 41,67 63 75,00 
3,57 62 73,81 5,95 68 80,95 
22 26,19 84 100,00 16 19,05 84 100,00 
24 28.57 
1,19 32 1,1 9 25 29,76 
1,19 33 3 3,57 28 33,33 
29 34,52 62 31 36,90 59 70,24 
5 5,95 67 3,57 62 73,81 
17 20,24 84 22 26,19 84 100,00 
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. _:;. .... - :.:' 
28 34.52 29 34.52 
2 2.38 30 2 2.38 31 36.90 
4 4.76 34 4 4.76 35 41.67 
36 42.86 70 33 39.29 68 80.95 
2 2.38 72 85.71 1.19 69 82.14 
12 14.29 84 100.00 15 17.86 84 100.00 
28 33.33 28 33.33 
1.19 29 34.52 
4 4.76 33 39.29 
31 36.90 64 76.19 
4 4.76 68 80.95 
16 19.05 84 100.00 
1.19 35 41.67 
4 4.76 39 46.43 
26 30.95 65 77.38 
3 3.57 68 80.95 
16 19.05 84 100.00 
202 
Ideal Learning Environment Questions: 
SAS 9.1 analysis: CMLES Social Negotiation: Questions (33-37): 
Qll , Q34 
.~ 
'. - ~ .; ... -...;;.,-..... .. - - -. 
tum-illative . Cumula!lvl! Cumulative- ::-CUf.i~lativ6 -
003 ., Fr-!>quen~ .• I?ercimt Frilq~eilCY Piu'cent Pe rcent Frequen~ Percent 
38 45.24 38 45.24 32 38.10 32 38.10 
2 2.38 40 47.62 2 2.38 34 40.48 
1.19 41 48.81 1.19 35 41 .67 
28 33.33 69 82.14 29 34.52 64 76.19 
3 3.57 72 85.71 2 2.38 66 78.57 
12 14.29 84 100.00 Sometimes 18 21 .43 84 100.00 
Q35 Q36 -~''..:.-' 
.. C~~~i~tive- .::,' CunitiJative . 
. Percent . Friquency Percent 
26 30.95 26 30.95 25 29.76 25 29.76 
4 4.76 30 35.71 4 4.76 29 34.52 
1.19 31 36.90 1.19 30 35.71 
33 39.29 64 76.19 32 38.10 62 73.81 
1.19 65 77.3B 2 2.38 64 76.19 




30 35.71 30 35.71 
3 3.57 33 39.29 
1.19 34 40.48 
28 33.33 62 73.81 
2 2.38 64 76.19 
20 23.81 84 100.00 
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SAS 9.1 analysis: CMLES Inquiry Learning: Questions (38-42): 
'.-
; ...•. - ",':> ""i, v.. 
, , . . -' Cu',riu'lat!v~, Cum~l~ti.v~ 
,.'~:_ . Frequency ' . p'erce.~t,·; Frequenq,. .:,P~~.~el}t 
-.' _;_-;.-~.<~'::·~;;;L::~'.;, "_-.' . .:. ",' 
. c~~~'i~~~~" t~~~i~tl;~ 
F.teque.ncy. . Percent 
32 38.10 32 38.10 28 33.33 28 33.33 
3 3.57 35 41.67 2 2.38 30 35.71 
27 32.14 62 73.81 38 45.24 68 80.95 
2 2.38 64 2 2.38 70 83.33 
20 23.81 84 14 16.67 84 100.00 
~. q41 
-;.;.' ~.~ ~' .~ " :f.-
,,-!, 
.~. 
. . Cumutl!tive. '. ,Cumulative • CumulatiVe' 
, Percent Fre~~ency, .. " Perrent '. Fj-eq!Jeri<;y P';tce'nt . ' .-' :~ 
30 35.71 30 24 28.57 24 28.57 
2 2.38 32 2 2.38 26 30.95 
26 30.95 58 38 45.24 64 76.19 
2 2.38 60 3 3.57 67 79.76 
24 28.57 84 100.00 ~metimes· , .) . 17 20.24 84 100.00 
46.43 
2 2.38 41 48.81 
1.19 42 50.00 
29 34.52 71 84.52 
1.19 72 85.71 
12 14.29 84 100.00 





















































































Almost Never 2 2.38 
Qo~~t KOriw, •. ... 1.19 
Oft;r: ~~. - 27 32.14 
" ~ldo7m 3 3.57 
~~:- ~~. -~--~'':-< 
Scl~iitimiis ., :. 12 14.29 
Q50 
Frequency Percent 
.. -., '.: 
AlmosfAlways 
.- ~ :-:"'0· ~_; ;r-' 
43 51 .19 










..5-'!;J~--- -".-~ .. 
Sp;petimes 12 14.29 
" q49 
Cumulative Cumulative Cumulative : Cumulative 
Frequericy 
, 
Percent Frequency: ':.,Perceni Freq'uency ' .: Percent 
39 46.43 
42 50.00 42 50.00 
41 48.81 
Almost Never : 2 2.38 44 52.38 
42 50.00 
Don't Know 2 2.38 46 54.76 
69 82.1 4 
72 85.71 
. Often ' 28 33.33 74 88.10 
84 100.00 Sometim~s '" 10 11.90 84 100.00 
. Q51 
Cumulative Cumulative 
Frequency Percent .'. Cumulative Cumulative 








84 100.00 Sometimes' 
, . , .' 
C~ulative . Cumulative 






42 50.00 42 50.00 
2 2.38 44 52.38 
27 32.14 71 84.52 
13 15.48 84 100.00 
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SAS 9.1 analysis: CMLES Complexity ofthe Learning Environment: Questions (53-57): 
Q54:~' 
_ _0.. ... . __ ~,,,. - ; • 
. _ . '. ;,:~ ,~~'?''.~l;IiniJJ~tiVe :;C~!fli,,~~~e ... 
' f~~q':l,ency , P,~~cen~! Freq}'ency., .",,,,Percent, 
54 6429 54 64.29 
55 65.48 
2 2.38 56 66.67 
2 2,38 57 
1.19 57 67.86 
1.19 58 20 23.81 77 91.67 
21 25.00 79 2 2,38 79 94.05 
5 5,95 84 5 5.95 84 100,00 
54 64.29 54 64.29 
2 2.38 56 66,67 
1.19 57 67.86 
20 23.81 77 91.67 
1,19 78 92.86 
7.14 84 100.00 
60.71 
2 2.38 53 63.10 
1.19 54 64.29 
22 26.19 76 90.48 
1.19 77 91 .67 
7 8.33 84 100.00 




3.0970138 1.4739909 0.1290 0.5548 
1.6230230 0.0744693 D.0676 0.6224 
1.5485537 0.4057710 0.0645 0.6869 
1.1427827 0.3290841 0.0476 0.7345 
0.8136985 0.1144313 0.0339 0.7685 
0.6992672 0.0699802 0.0291 0.7976 
0.6292870 0.0123330 0.0262 0.8238 
0.6169540 0.0757812 0.0257 0.8495 
0.5411727 0.0794129 0.0225 0.8721 
0.4617598 0.0747147 0.0192 0.8913 
0.3870451 0.0162638 0.0161 0.9074 
0.3707813 0.0585933 0.0154 0.9229 
0.3121880 0.0248938 0.0130 0.9359 
0.2872942 0.0609277 0.0120 0.9479 
0.2263666 0.0284847 D.H094 0.9573 
0.1978819 0.015578D 0.0082 0.9655 
0.1823039 0.0113806 0.0{)76 0.9731 
0.1709233 0.0242744 0.0071 0.9803 
0.1466489 0.0444939 {).OO61 0.9·864 
0.1021550 0.0161361 0.0043 0.9906 
0.0860189 0.0069303 D.0036 0.9942 
0.079D886 0.0190974 O.G033 0.9975 
0.0599912 0.0025 1.0000 
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:'}. ... "'; " 
Factot4" , Fa~to~ c ,Factor1 , , Factor2 Fador3 
,t- .. 
09' Communiate with eachother 0,33220 0.59332 0,28350 0,09591 0,04056 
010 Communiate with eachother about conduting investigations 0.41062 058654 0,25168 -0,10513 0,05979 
Q11 Ask other students to explain their ideas 0,38728 0,65159 0,27239 0,00974 0,09094 
.Q12 ; Ask me to explain ideas 0,28954 0,76533 0,25673 0,07547 0,00775 
Q13 ' Other students respond carefully to my ideas 0.35205 0.65409 0.17809 0.16732 -0.08460 
'Q14 ' 014 0.67924 0.31357 -0.12843 -0.15942 0.15132 
Q15 015 0.69943 0.19330 -0.43368 -0,24410 0.01782 
016- 0 16 0.62330 0.31973 ~0.43997 -0.38107 0.05642 
011 017 0,69473 0,04658 -0,31267 -0.46246 -0,04111 
q18 018 0,73754 0,07423 -0,19233 ~.16644 0,19612 
:.-:'";?-:, 
Q19" 019 0,62659 -0,30699 0.08240 -0,19180 0,23591 
.-. i" 
' 020 020 0.59371 -0,31008 -0,02286 0,14968 0.52654 
<lif 021 0,44650 -0,14438 0.02034 0,52836 0.44086 
'o1j , Q22 0,79058 -0,12776 -0.05886 0,11362 0,16764 
~ t'-•• 
• Q?;l' 023 0.75847 -0,05125 -0,06883 0,22799 0,26189 
~ ,(.'.-
' ~4 024 0.75148 -0,07107 -0,16969 0,39900 -0.26501 
- .. '.:--~:~ 
025 0,67816 -0,01985 -0,30110 0.43243 -0,29824 
026 0.73198 -0.00309 -0,04073 0,32870 -0.26626 
027 0.78965 0,00926 -0,27372 0,20271 -0.28809 
>Wi; 028 0.76867 -0.36979 0,37051 -0,09537 -0,04338 
@ 029 0,79681 -0,33178 0,34119 -0 ,12313 -0,02036 
Y.:; . 
__ r:':., 
p~ ; 030 0,76169 -0,14323 0,12456 -0.22427 -0.25964 
". . , 
.:Q3f 031 0,77467 -0.29877 0,37567 -0,16696 -0,16949 
~'~> 
-:-', '~-'.;': 
,Q32;' 032 0,69325 -0,35339 0,39024 -0,14741 -0,14170 
The FACTOR Procedure 
Initial Faclor Method: Principal Components 
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The FACTOR Procedure 
Rotation Method: Varimax 
-1__._, __ • 
. .' - ,': ~ 
f ".,· 2 3 
• '-c.~. ",- ~ 
• ...• : ".c-4 .'" 
4 - 5' 
-. - ~- ~ 
0.58699 0.48682 028734 0.46292 0.34871 
' 2 ' -0.43995 0.19222 0.85418 -0.02525 -0.19809 
:;j\ 0.57968 ~0 . 6 1 115 0.42077 -0.33598 -0.02327 
:>.,c 
;/i.-. 
A -0.30675 -0.57800 0.09232 0.60720 0.44113 
5 -0.17823 0.135910.04744 -0.55090 0.80251 
212 
213 
Communiate with eachother about conduting investigations 0.15046 0.22772 0.71803 -0.00606 
Ask other students to explain their ideas 0.07936 0.15404 0.78768 0.02712 
Ask me to explain ideas -0.04246 0.08860 0.85228 0.07001 
Other students respond carefully to my ideas -0.01413 0.08006 0.74624 0.23482 
Q14 0.20823 0.58214 0.40144 0.16950 
Q15 0.14582 0.78621 0.16191 0.30657 
Q16 0.07700 0.86171 0.23457 0.1.6582 
Q17 0.35524 0.79996 0.06320 0.16732 
0.30488 0.61372 0.18833 0.19506 
Q19 0.56742 0.33859 -0.05402 0.02370 
020 0.33191 0.22844 -0.06509 0.09116 
021 0.09675 -0.06829 0.08323 0.28145 
022 0.42142 0.35340 0.11171 0.36561 
023 0.31124 0.30527 0.17867 0.36969 
0.29885 0.18924 0.10809 0.79495 
0.15277 0.21986 0.07699 0.84247 
0.35404 0.15446 0.20826 0.69887 0.18814 
0.28994 0.39716 0.12468 0.73906 0.13813 
0.86565 0.12592 0.05003 0.20668 0.25579 
0.85287 0.18401 0.07678 0.19905 0.26498 
0.69739 0.36149 0.11590 0.32122 -0.01621 
0.88535 0.16357 0.10200 0.23193 0.11091 
0.85909 0.09701 0 .04121 0.18728 0.12392 
4.8474271 3.6806252 3.40·63558 3.2925432 2.4022226 
214 
Factor Loading (Questions 1 - 24 [Survey Monkey Q9 - Q32] ) 
. ~. 
0.62449664 0.n454695 0.63271045 0.79613496 0.65263660 0.58606591 0.74660966 0.69413794 0.68582184 
Q31 .,. 
0.70320661 0.82800572 0.82690441 0.71639594 0.82264212 0.87585924 0.87697478 0.73390771 0.88709923 0.79957698 
Factor Analysis 
The FACTOR Procedure 
Rotation Method: Varimax 
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~~---;-- ~ .. 
"; .. '. ; ,. ~·f' '~: Simple Seatisti= .. . "." " ' ... .~ -~ ... ':" - ,:" :.-" .. :.... .. .. - - .. ~ .'-.... -- ,-, 
Va~6b" , 
!. ... ~ ~. . 
" ' sut;, : ~.~im~, :' f;'~i~brii : !l!~1 N ":, ~~n Sfd{j(N , 
09": . 85 3.91765 1,19734 333.00000 0 5.00000 C()tnl'l'lunial!i \\\\h ~3el'lOml 
Q10 .. " -: as 3.200()() 1.32!">57 272.00000 0 5.00000 Cil-mrnumale YllIh eacholJ! ef abcul cQndtJlir,~ investigalfoos 
,', 
OU 85 U7647 1133Q5 237.00000 0 500000 Asf( other s1udents 10 e:tpl;tln their fCeas 
'012: 3B 3247{)1) 127154 276.00000 0 5.00000 A$k tnQ 10) e.~laln loo~ 
--. ........ ':.." 
QH:'~~: ~5 3.18471 12-S158 .u~ (0001) 0 5.00000 rnl1er studenlS respond carefullf to m' Idea·s 
Q1" ~ .. is 3$()!)!)!) 11)2120 3Z~ .OOOOO () $ 00000 014 
,01.5 &5 3.51765 1211 18 29900000 0 5.00000 Q15 
..,....". -~ .::; '", 
Q1~ 8S 3. 32B41 1,14$38 283.00000 0 5.00000 016 
. 917::;' 8S H$Z94 125071 ~350DOM 0 5.00000 017 
·(U8., 
,. 
85 3.77547 1189()O 321 .00000 0 5.00000 Q13 
,,..,;, ..... ~ . 
.~~ 85 3.48235 ' ,37~;78 296.00000 0 5.00000 (lHi 
t5 369412 1,15494 514.00000 0 5.00000 02i) 
3~ ll>f.llIOO 114542 30000000 0 5.00000 021 
85 3,8()I)OO '24212 323.00000 0 5.00000 022 
as 3,07059 1.18912 312.00000 0 5.00000 Ci21 
85 J$2~5~ 101101 ~'2!) ,OOOOO 0 ~ .OOOOO 024 . 
85 3.76471 1.20166 320.00000 0 5.00000 025 
85 3.91765 1.13611 333.00000 0 5.00000 026 
85 3.72941 1.21878 317.00000 0 5.00000 027 
85 3.88235 1.27626 330.00000 0 5.00000 028 
85 3.88235 1.27626 330.00000 0 5.00000 029 
85 3.68235 1.37332 313.00000 0 5.00000 030 
85 3.77647 1.31273 321.00000 0 5.00000 031 




-.'-.i" • ..... 
.... ~~ - • l~; troni.ach CO~fficierit:A!pha with Dej~~dVari~ble c ,,::. \ _ -_-z;. . .. ~ .. ~_ ~ .. ~ _~"'I- ... "'; . tic ';:tff1' __. . i, 
. '-« S~d~rdiz~d 'V~rl~bles ' . <:~~ 
..... t _ .. 
. '. . ~ Co~el~tion'\·. _ y" " 
,AlpiJa ,', with'Totar . - Alpha 
~ ." -~-~ , -
0.601346 0.828181 Communiate with eachother 
216 
0.61 8272 0.823331 0.617743 0.823862 Communiate with eachother about conduting investigations 
0.674818 0.808342 0.675460 0.808388 Ask other students to explain their ideas 
0.733041 0.790165 0.732475 0.792682 Ask me to explain ideas 
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